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Defendants Iron-Stan Excess Agency Ltd., Ironshore Insurance Ltd., and Starr Insurance

& Reinsurance Limited appeal under 28 U.S.C. $ 158(a)(3) and Federal Rule of Bankruptcy

Procedure 8004 from that portion of the Memorandum Opinion and Temporary Restraining

Order of the Bankruptcy Court filed and entered on December 21,2016 which held that service

of process on said Defendants was proper, and that the Court has specific personal jurisdiction

over said Defendants

The names of all parties to the Memorandum Opinion and Temporary Restraining Order

appealed from and the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of their respective attorneys are

as follows:

JONES DAY
Counselþr Plaintffi, MF Global Holdings Ltd.,
As Plan Administrator, and MF Global Assigned
Assets LLC
250 Vesey Street
New York, New York 10281
(2t2) 326-3939
By: Jane Rue V/ittstein

Bruce S. Bennett
Edward M. Joyce
Craig Hirsch
David Steuber

WHITE & WILLIAMS, LLP
Counsel for Defendant Allied l4/orld Assurance Co., Ltd.
7 Times Square, 29th Floor
New York, New York 10036
(2r2) 868-4837
By: Erica Kerstein

Steven E. Ostrow
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HOGAN LOVELLS US LLP
Counsel þr Defendant Federal Insurance Co.

1835 Market Street, 29th Floor
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 1 9 1 03
(267) 67s-4600
By: Jessica Klarfeld Jacobs

HOGAN LOVELLS US LLP
Counsel þr Defendant Federal Insurance Co
875 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022
(212) 918-3000
By: DeNae M. Thomas

Pieter Van Tol

Dated: New York, New York
January 4,2017

D'AMATO & LYNCH, LLP

By /s/ Maryann Taylor
Mary Jo Barry
Maryann Taylor
Two World Financial Center
225 Libefty Street
New York, New York 10281
(212) 269-0927

Attorneys for Defendants Iron-Starr Excess

Agency Ltd., Ironshore Insurance Ltd.,
and Starr Insurance & Reinsurance Limited
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
In re:

MF GLOBAL HOLDINGSLTD., et al.,

Debtors.l

X FOR PUBLICATION

Chapter 1l
Case No. 11-15059 (MG)
(Jointly Administered)

MF GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD., as Plan
Administrator, and MF GLOBAL ASSIGNED
ASSETS LLC,

Plaintifß,
Adv. Proc. No. 16-0125 I (MG)

vs.

ALLIED WORLD ASSURANCE COMPANY LTD.,:
IRON-STARR EXCESS AGENCY LTD.,
IRONSHORE INSURANCE LTD., STARR
INSURANCE & REINSURANCE LIMITED., and
FEDERAL INSURANCE COMPANY,

Defendants

MEMORAI\DUM OPINION AND TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

APPEARANCES:

WHITE AND WILLIAMS, LLP
Counsel to Allied World Assurance Company, Ltd
7 Times Square
New York, New York 10036-6524
By: Erica Kerstein, Esq.

D'AMATO & LYNCH, LLP
Counsel to lron-Starr Excess Agency Ltd., Ironshore
Insurance Ltd., and Starr Insurance & Reínsurance
Limited
Two World Financial Center
225 Liberty Street
New York, New York 10281
By: Mary Jo Barry, Esq.

Maryann Taylor, Esq.

I The debtors in the chapter I I cases (the "Chapter I I Cases") are MF Global Holdings Ltd.; MF Global
Finance USA Inc.; MF Global Capital LLC; MF Global Market Services LLC; MF Global FX Clear LLC; and MF
Global Holdings USA Inc. The Court entered an order of fìnal decree closing the chapter l1 cases of MF Global
Capital LLC, MF Global FX Clear LLC, and MF Global Market Services LLC on February 11,2016.

X

X
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MARTIN GLENN
UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY JUDGE

"The need to develop all relevant facts in the adversary system is both fundamental and

comprehensive. . . . The very integrity of the judicial system and public confidence in the system

depend on full disclosure of allthe facts, within the framework of the rules of evidence." United

States v. Nixon,418 U.S. 683,709 (1974) (explaining the importance of the adversarial system in

the context of criminaljustice). Likewise, the integrity of the judicial system depends on the

opportunity for all parties in a lawsuit to fully argue the legal authorities supporting their

respective positions. These principles apply with resounding force in adversary proceedings in

Bankruptcy Court. To fully analyze the facts and legal arguments surrounding any issue, the

Court must hear all parties to a dispute. This Court is currently in the unusual and vexing

position of having before it a woefully incomplete set of briefs and arguments. This is so

because the Bermuda-based insurance company defendants, after this proceeding was filed and

served, obtained ex parte orders from a Bermuda court, enjoining the U.S.-based plaintiffs from

prosecuting this adversary proceeding or responding to the motions filed by these defendants.

As explained below, at this stage of the case, based on the allegations in the Complaint (defined

below), and other matters appearing on the docket, this Court concludes that the Court has

personal and subject matter jurisdiction over this adversary proceeding and specifically over the

Bermuda Insurers (defined below).

Following this Court's entry of the Order to Show Cause Why Allied World Assurqnce

Company LTD., Iron-Stan Excess Agency LTD., and Starr Insurance & Reinsurance Limited

Should Not be Held in Contempr (the "Order to Show Cause," ECF Doc. # 6) on November 22,

2016, for filing the Bermuda action and obtaining ex parte anti-suit injunctions, memoranda in

2
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response to the Order to Show Cause were fìled by Allied World Assurance Company, LTD,z

Iron-Stan Excess Agency Ltd., Ironshore Insurance Ltd., and Starr Insurance & Reinsurance

Limited3 (collectively, the "Bermuda [nsurers"). As discussed in more detail below, counselto

the Bermuda Insurers appeared and were heard before this Court on December 14,2016 in

connection with the Order to Show Cause, but counsel to MF Global Holdings, Ltd. ("MFGH"),

as Plan Administrator, and MF GlobalAssigned Assets LLC ("MFGAA," together with MFGH,

the "Plaintiffs"), were effectively forced to remain silent at this hearing because of certain

Injunctive Orders (defined below) issued by the Bermuda Court on November 8,2016 atthe ex

parte request of the Bermuda Insurers.

As such, this Court is faced with an exceedingly disconcerting situation: the Court has

brieß and argument from only the Bermuda Insurers on several issues, including a pending

motion to compel arbitration filed by the Bermuda Insurers, without the benefit of brieß and

argument from the Plaintifß. In this context, the Court must determine the path forward in this

adversary proceeding. For the reasons set forth below, the Bermuda Insurers are temporarily

restrained and enjoined f¡om taking any action to enforce the Injunctive Orders against the

Plaintiffs or their counsel. The temporary restraining order shall be effective immediately (3:00

p.m., December 2lr2016), and shall remain effective for l4 days, or until further order of this

Court. A preliminary injunction hearing in connection with this matter is scheduled to begin at

2:00 p.m. on January 4,2017.

2 Allied World Assurance Company, LTD ("Allied") filed its response on December 7,2016 (the "Allied
Response," ECF Doc. # 28).

3 lron-Starr Excess Agency Ltd., Ironshore Insurance Ltd., and Starr Insurance & Reinsurance Limited (the
"Iron-Starr Insurers") filed a substantially similar response also on December 7 , 2016 (the "Iron-Stal'r Response,"
ECF Doc. # 32).

aJ
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I. BACKGROU¡ID

These Chapter I I Cases and a related SIPA proceeding date back to 2011.4 The history

of MF Global's collapse has been fully recounted in previous opinions of this Court. The facts

relevant to the issues currently before the Court are set forth below.

A. The Bar Order in the Global Settlement

On August 10,2016, this Court entered an order approving a global settlement in these

chapter I I cases (the "Global Settlement," D.I. 2282).s The Global Settlement included a bar

order (the "Bar Order") which provides in relevant part:

3. To the extent not previously authorized by this Court, the plan
injunction ("Plan Injunction") as to the Debtors and their respective
property established pursuant to paragraph 75 in the Order Confirmíng
Amended and Restated Joint Plan of Liquidation entered by this Court
on April 5,2013, to the extent applicable, shall be modified solely to the
extent necessary, and without further order of the Bankruptcy Court" to
qrrfhnrize qnr¡ qnd all actions reqcnnqhlr¡ ñêneccqn/ fn cnncrrmm qip tln.p

Global Settlement. includine without limitation. any payments under
certain insurance policies required under the Sefflement
Furthermore, any nerson or entit)¡ that is not a Party to the Settlement
Agreement is permanentl)¡ barred. enjoined. and restrained from
qemmencing, prosecuting. or asserting any claims arisine out of
payments made under certain insurance policies in accordance with the
Settlement Agreement or any other agreement referenced therein or
associated therewith.

7. Upon entry of this Order, any person or entity that is not a Party to
the Settlement Agreement, including any Dissenting Insurer, is
permanently barred, enjoined, and restrained from contesting or
disoutins the Reasonableness of Settlement. or commencins.
prosecuting. or asserting anl¡ claims. including. without limitation.
claims for contribution. indemnity. or comparative fault (however

an on whatsoever
MF GlobalActions

4 This Court has dealt with issues relating to insurance coverage disputes on two prior occasion s. See In re
MFGlob. Holdings Ltd.,515 B.R. 193 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y.2014);lnre MFGlob. Holdings Lrd.,469 B.R. 177
(Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2012), subsequently dismissed sub nom. Sapere Wealth Mgt. LLC v. MF Glob. Holdings Ltd.,566
F. App'x 8l (2d Cir.20l4).
5 References to the docket in the main chapter I I case will be denoted as "D.I."

4
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8. For the avoidance of doubt, nothing in this Order shall preclude:

. . . (iii) any claims by the Insurance Assignees to enforce the Assigned
Rights; (iv) any claim or right asserted by an MFG Plaintiff against any
Dissenting Insurer on its own behalf (as distinct from the Assigned
Rights)....

(Global Settlement at lJfl 3, 7, 8) (emphasis added).

In connection with the Global Settlement, Allied "tendered the full limit of liability of its

separately-issued excess D&O policy, but declined to make the E&O coverage provided under

the Allied [policy] available . . . for a settlement" as Allied's adversaries had requested. (Allied

Response at 4-5.) Pursuant to the Global Settlement, the individuals ostensibly covered by the

Allied E&O policy were to assign "their rights to full payment under the Allied [policy] to the

Plaintifß" and the "assignee would immediately commence action against the [Bermuda

Insurers] to obtain proceeds" under the E&O policies. (Id. at 5.)

B. General Bacþround

On October 27,2016, the Plaintiffs filed a complaint (the "Complaint," ECF Doc. # l)

initiating this adversary proceeding against the Bermuda Insurers and Federal Insurance

Company.6 The defendants had issued the top four layers of excess E&O insurance policies to

MFGH. All other insurers in MFGH's D&O and E&O insurance towers paid their policy limits

as part of the Global Settlement. The Plaintiffs brought this action to recover the $25 million

policy proceeds under the defendants' E&O insurance policies.

On October 28,2016, a Summons and notice of a pretrial conference was entered on the

docket in this adversary proceeding. (ECF Doc. # 2.) On November 1,2016, the Plaintiffs

requested that the Clerk of the Court mail the Summons and Complaint to the Bermuda Insurers

6 Federal Insurance Company ("Federal") did not seek to obtain an anti-suit injunction against the Plaintiffs,
and is not the subject ofthis Order.

5
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pursuant to Rule a(Ð(ZXcXii). (ECF Doc. # 3.) The Clerk's Office entered a Certificate of

Mailing showing that the Clerk's Office mailed (by DHL overnight carrier) the Summons and

Complaint to each of the Bermuda Insurers on November 3,2016. (ECF Doc. # 4.) On

November 4,2016, the Plaintifß filed an affidavit of service noting that the Summons and

Complaint were mailed to the Bermuda Insurers. (ECF Doc. # 5.)

On November 8,2016, the Bermuda Insurers obtained, Øe parte, injunctive orders from

the Bermuda Court, ordering that:

[The Plaintifß] shall not, whether by themselves or through their
employees, servants, agents, representatives, afforneys or otherwise,
commence, prosecute or otherwise pursue litigation in the United States
insofar as that litigation concerns, arises out of and/or relates to the
insurance policy issued to the [Plaintifß] by the [Bermuda Insurers],
Policy No. C007357/005 ("the Policy") including, for the avoidance of
doubt, litigation containing allegations of breach of "good faith and fair
dealing" relating to the Policy) and/or otherwise breaches the terms of
the valid and binding Bermuda arbitration agreement between the

[Plaintiffs and the Bermuda lnsurers] set out in Clause IX of the Policy,
until trial or further order.

The [Plaintifß] shall not, whether by themselves or through their
employees, servants, agents, representatives, attorneys or otherwise,
seek andlor obtain an anti-suit injunction and/or an anti-anti-suit
injunction and/or a temporary, preliminary or permanent order
restraining and/or preventing the [Defendant] from pursuing and/or
otherwise enforcing the said valid and binding Bermuda arbitration
agreement, until trial or further order.

(ECF Doc. # 7-2 at2.) Each of the Bermuda Insurers obtained substantially similar injunctive

orders. (^See ECF Doc. ## 7-2,7-3.)

At the ex parte hearing before the Bermuda Courto counsel to the Bermuda Insurers

informed the Bermuda Court that the Complaint filed in this Court revolved around insurance

coverage provided by the Bermuda Insurers, and that there were broad arbitration clauses in the

6
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underlying policies.T Allied Ex Parte Hr'g Tr. at 1 1. Counsel for the Bermuda Insurers

indicated that recent case law in the Southern District of New York Bankruptcy Court would

likely result in the eventual transfer of the proceeding to Bermuda for arbitration as a non-core

issue, and that issues relating to comity were less important than the public policy of enforcing

arbitration provisions. Id. at24-2.5 (discussing In re Residential Capital,LLC, No. l2-12020,

Adv. No. l5-01025 (SHL), 2016 WL 6155925 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. Oct.2l,2016) ("But it is quite

clear from this reading that the bankruptcy court would not characterilz]e an insurance coverage

action as a core proceeding. In this case fResidential Capital] it was found to be a non-core

proceeding, i.e. subject to the arbitration provisions")).

On November 22,2016, the Plaintifß submitted a letter to this Court informing the Court

that the Bermuda Insurers had obtained these injunctive orders (the "Injunctive Orders"), and

suggesting that the entry of the Injunctive Orders violated (i) the Bar Order in the Global

Settlement, and (ii) the Barton doctrine. (ECF Doc. # 7.)

On Novemb er 28,2016, both Allied and the Iron-Starr Insurers filed motions to compel

arbitration, (the "Motions to Compel Arbitration," ECF Doc. ## l3-1, 20).8 Also on November

28,20l6,Allied and the lron-Stam Insurers each filed motions to dismiss for lack of personal

jurisdiction and improper service of process (the "Motions to Dismiss," ECF Doc. ## 14,17).e

On account of the Injunctive Orders, the Plaintifß have not responded to these motions.

t h is unclear whether the Bermuda Court was informed about the Bar Order in the Global Settlement. A
review of the transcripts from the ex parte hearing shows that the Bar Order was not mentioned by counsel to the
Bermuda Insurers, but the Bermuda Court was presented with written material that may or may not have referenced
the Bar Order.

8 An affìrmation of Jan E. Haylett was filed in connection with Allied's motion to compel arbitration on
November 29,2016. (ECF Doc. # 23.)
g An affirmation of Jan E. Haylett was also filed in connection with Allied's motion to dismiss on November
28,2016. (ECF Doc. # l4-2.)

7
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C. The Arbitration Clauses

The insurance policies issued by the Bermuda Insurers each contain a mandatory

arbitration provision. (Allied Response at 3; Iron-Star Response at 4.) These arbitration

clausesl0 provide that all disputes arising under or relating to these policies shall be fully and

finally resolved by arbitration in Bermuda. Id.

Allied indicates in the Allied Response that as early as February 11,2016, many months

before the Global Settlement was reached, Allied notified MFGAA and others "of its desire to

arbitrate, pursuant to the . . . arbitration clause in the Allied [policy] . . . ." (Allied Response at

4.) Allied further maintains that over the next eight months, "(under a reservation of rights),

Plaintifß' counsel . . . worked with [Allied] to empanel the arbitrators for the Bermuda

Arbitration, pursuant to the terms of the Allied fpolicyf." Id.

D. The Order to Show Cause

As noted above, the Court entered the Order to Show Cause on November 22,2016. The

principal issues raised by the Order to Show Cause are whether the filing of proceedings in

Bermuda (the "Bermuda Action") and the obtaining of the Injunctive Orders violated (i) the Bar

Order included in the Global Settlement, or (ii) the Barton doctrine. The Bermuda Insurers

submitted brieß and declarations in response, but the Plaintifß, on account of the Injunctive

Orders, were restrained from filing any papers.

10 For example, the Allied Policy's arbitration clause reads in relevant part:

Any and all disputes arising under or relating to this policy, including its formation and validity, and
whether between the Insurer and the Named Insured or any person or entity deriving rights through or
asserting rights on behalf of the Named Insured, shall be finally and fully determined in Hamilton,
Bermuda under the provisions of The Bermuda International Conciliation and Arbitration Act of 1993
(exclusive of the Conciliation Part of such Act), as may be amended and supplemented, by a board
composed of three arbitrators to be selected for each controversy . . . .

(Complaint, Ex. B at p. 7.)

8
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At the December 14,2016 hearing on the Order to Show Cause, counsel to the Bermuda

Insurers refused to consent to allow the Plaintiffs' counsel an opportunity to be heard in

connection with the Order to Show Cause, or any other matter. At the hearing, counsel to the

Bermuda Insurers argued that (Ð the Bar Order did not prevent the Bermuda Insurers from fìling

the anti-suit injunction in the Bermuda Court, (ii) this Court does not have jurisdiction over the

Bermuda Insurers, and (iii) service on the Bermuda Insurers was improper. Counsel to the

Plaintifß stated their names to the Court on the record, and remained silent throughout the entire

hearing. Following the hearing, the Court took the matter under submission.

E. The Court Declines to Hold the Bermuda Insurers in Contempt

At this juncture, the Court declines to hold the Bermuda Insurers in contempt. A court's

inherent power to hold a pafty in civil contempt may be exercised only when (l) the order the

party allegedly failed to comply with is clear and unambiguous, (2) the proof of noncompliance

is clear and convincing, and (3) the party has not diligently attempted in a reasonable manner to

comply. SeeKingv.AlliedVision, Ltd.,65 F.3d 1051, 1058 (2dCir.1995);MonsantoCo.v.

Haskel Trading, Inc., 13 F. Supp. 2d 349,363 (E.D.N.Y.1998); In re Chief Exec. Officers Clubs,

lnc.,359 B.R. 527, 530 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2007). "Clear and unambiguous" means that the

clarity of the order must be such that it enables the enjoined party "to ascertain from the four

corners of the order precisely what acts are forbidden." Monsanto Co., 13 F. Supp. 2d at 363;

see also N.Y. State Nat. Org.þr Womenv. Terry,886 F.2d 1339, 1351-52 (2d Cir. 1989)

(finding that an order could serve as the foundation for a contempt citation because it was

sufficiently specific and clear as to what acts were proscribed to enable defendants to "ascertain

precisely what they could and could not do").

9
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The Court declines to find that the Bar Order clearly and unambiguously proscribed the

Bermuda Action. That is not to say that the Bermuda Insurers acted in compliance with the Bar

Order, but only that the Bar Order did not clearly and unambiguously prohibit the filing of the

Bermuda Action. At this stage, the Court will not rule on whether the Bar Order bars the

Bermuda Action entirely. Further proceedings are required in this Court for the Court to

interpret its own Bar Order. If at a later date, however, a prior order of this Court is determined

to enjoin the Bermuda Action altogether, then the Bermuda Insurers would be compelled to first

seek an order from this Court to vacate the order prohibiting the filing of the Bermuda Action,

and only if any such order is vacated would the Bermuda Insurers be permitted proceed in

Bermuda. The effect of the Injunctive Orders is to prevent this Court from camying out its

normal role in interpreting and enforcing an order previously entered by the Court.

U. SERVICE OF PROCESS AND JURISDICTION

"The threshold question which must be addressed before any other issue is the

jurisdiction of this Court." In re Metromedia Fiber Network, lnc.,299 B.R. 251, 256 (Bankr.

S.D.N.Y. 2003) (citations omitted). Where there is personal and subject matter jurisdiction, "a

federal court's 'obligation' to hear and decide cases within its jurisdiction is 'virtually

unflagging."' Lexmork Int'1, Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 1377, 1386

(2014) (quoting Sprint Commc'ns, Inc. v. Jacobs,l34 S. Ct. 584, 591 (2013)); see also

Ankenbrandt v. Richards, 504 U.S. 689,705 (1992) ("Abstention rarely should be invoked,

because the federal courts have a 'virtually unflagging obligation . . . to exercise the jurisdiction

given them."') (internal citation omitted). Upon a fìnding of proper service of process and

t0
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proper jurisdictional bases, this Court will adjudicate the issues that arise in this adversary

proceeding to the full extent provided by law.ll

It is a judge's duty to decide all cases within his jurisdiction that are

brought before him, including controversial cases that arouse the most
intense feelings in the litigants. His errors may be corrected on appeal,
but he should not have to fear that unsatisfied litigants may hound him
with litigation charging malice or corruption. Imposing such a burden
on judges would contribute not to principled and fearless
decisionmaking but to intimidation.

Pierson v. Ray,386 U.S. 547,554 (1967). Chief Justice Waren's words inthe Pierson decision

ring particularly true in the scenario currently before this Court. Though the conduct of the

Bermuda Insurers has essentially muzzled the Plaintiffs, based on the record before it, the Court

will determine whether service of process was proper, whether the Court has personal and

subject matter jurisdiction over the Bermuda Insurers, and what the appropriate next step is for

this Court to take with regards to this adversary proceeding.

The Bermuda Insurers contend that service of the Complaint was improper, and that this

Court does not have personal jurisdiction over the Bermuda Insurers. In the Motions to Dismiss

(to which the Bermuda Insurers will not permit Plaintiffs to respond) the Bermuda Insurers also

argue that this Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction over this action. For the reasons set forth

below, this Court finds that service on the Bermuda Insurers was proper, and that this Court has

specific personal jurisdiction over the Bermuda Insurers. Also, based on the Complaint, the

Court concludes at this time that Plaintifß have sufficiently pleaded subject matter jurisdiction.

I I To be clear, howevero the Bermuda Insurers may properly argue, and the Court will decide, whether
international comity, or some other legal principle (including a motion to compel arbitration) supports staying or
dismissing this action.

ll
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A. Service of Process

In order for this Court to establish jurisdiction over the Bermuda Insurers, it must frrst

determine that the Bermuda Insurers were served properly with the Summons and Complaint in

accordance with applicable law. 
^9¿¿ 

Fpo R. Ctv. P. 12(bX5) (providing that insufficient service

of process is an affirmative defense to a civil action).

At the hearing held on December 14,2016, the Bermuda Insurers contested that service

of the Complaint was proper under the Hague Convention on Service Abroad of Judicial and

Extra Judicial Documents (the o'Hague Convention") and Bermuda law. The Bermuda Insurers

concede that they received service of the Summons and Complaint through overnight courier, but

argue that "the [Bermudan] Rules of the Supreme Court 1985" require personalservice on a

defendant.

Bankruptcy Rule 7004(f) provides:

If the exercise of jurisdiction is consistent with the Constitution and
laws of the United States, serving a summons or filing a waiver of
service in accordance with this rule . . . is effective to establish personal
jurisdiction over the person of any defendant with respect to a case

under the Code or a civil proceeding arising under the Code, or arising
in or related to a case under the Code.

F¡¡. R. BANKR. P. 7004(Ð.

Bermuda is a Commonwealth nation part of the United Kingdom, and the United

Kingdom is a signatory to the Hague Convention, subject to a limited reservation. The Hague

Convention at Article l0 states that

the State of destination does not
Convention shall not interfere with

a) the freedom to send judicial documents. bv postal channels"
directly to persons abroad,

b) the freedom of judicial offrcers, officials or other competent
persons ofthe State of origin to effect service ofjudicial documents

l2
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directly through the judicial officers, officials or other competent
persons ofthe State of destination,

c) the freedom of any person interested in a judicial proceeding to
effect service of judicial documents directly through the judicial
officers, officials or other competent persons of the State of
destination.

Hague Convention, Art. X. (emphasis added).r2 The United Kingdom reserved all rights only

with respect to subsections (b) and (c) to Article 10, relating solely to the effectuation of service

through judicial officers and other persons of the State of destination, and not relating to the

permissibility of service of process through postal channels, which provision is housed in

subsection (a). EOI Corp. v. Med. Mldg. Ltd.,172 F.R.D. 133,136 (D.N.J. 1997) (stating that

"the United Kingdom objected to sections (b) and (c)" but since neither the United States nor the

United Kingdom "specifically objected to Article 10(a), it is applicable in matters between these

two nations"); see also In re Harnischfeger Indus., lnc.,288 B.R. 79, 85 (Bankr. D. Del. 2003)

("The United States and the United Kingdom signed the Hague Convention without objecting to

Article l0(a).").

Moreover, the Rules of the Supreme Court 1985 provide in relevant part that:

ls]ubiect to anv enactment which nrovides for the manner in which
documents may be served on bodics çsrparatq and to any
special provisions of the relevant Civil Procedure Convention,

effected lea
process or a copy of it. as indicated in the letter ofrequest" and a

cogv of the translation with the person to be served.

Service shall be effected by the process server appointed under
rule 5 or his authori[z]ed agent.

12 Though Article l0(a) uses the word "send" as opposed to "serve" or "selry'ice," the Second Circuit has

determined that the use of the word "send" in Article 10(a) refers to service ofjudicial documents. See Ackermann
v. Levine,788 F.2d 830, 839 (2d Cir. 1986) ("[T]he word 'send' in Article l0(a) was intended to mean 'service."').

l3
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Rules of the Supreme Court 1985,69/3(3) (emphasis added). The Hague Convention, joined by

the U.K. and, as a result, enforceable in Bermuda, appears to be an "enactment"l3 providing for

an alternative and acceptable means of service of process, namely by way of overnight courier.

The Rules ofthe Supreme Court 1985 on service of process clearly apply to any action filed in a

Bermuda court, but do not impose further limitations on service of actions filed in other countries

and served in Bermuda in accordance with the Hague Convention.

Given that the Bermuda Insurers received service of process through overnight mail

courier in compliance with Article l0(a) of the Hague Convention, the Court finds that service of

process on the Bermuda Insurers was proper.

B. Jurisdiction

The Bermuda Insurers also submit that this Court lacks personal and subject matter

jurisdiction. Allied, in the Allied Response, argues that because the claims for E&O insurance

proceeds were assigned to MFGAA over two years after plan confirmation, these claims were

never property of the Debtors' estates, and the Court cannot have subject matter jurisdiction over

the dispute. Additionally, at the hearing held on December 14,2016, Allied's counsel argued

that no personal jurisdiction exists because Allied and the other Bermuda Insurers are Bermuda

companies with no ofÏices in New York, and are not registered to do business in New York. The

Court asked Allied's counsel for any case law supporting Allied's argument that the Court does

not have jurisdiction over the Bermuda Insurers in this case; Allied's counsel was unable to

provide any case authority. Counsel to the Iron-Starr Insurers, when asked the same question,

13 "Enactment" is defined in the Rules of the Supreme Court 1985 as, "any statutory provision including any

Act of Parliament of the United Kingdom having effect as part of the law of Bermuda." Rules of the Supreme Court
1985, l/4(l).

l4
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argued that í4¡alden v. Fioreo 134 S. Ct. I I 15 (2014), demanded a finding that this Court does not

have jurisdiction over the Bermuda Insurers.

1. Legal Standardfor Establishing Jurisdiction Over the Bermuda Insurers

"[T]he plaintiff bears the burden of showing that the court has jurisdiction over the

defendant." Metro. Life Ins. Co. v. Robertson Ceco Corp.,84 F.3d 560,566 (2dCir.1996).

Although evidentiary hearings may be held to determine whether or not there is a proper exercise

of personaljurisdiction, "[w]here the court opts not to hold a hearing or order jurisdictional

discovery, the plaintiff need only make a prima facie showing ofjurisdicti on." Blau v. Allianz

Life Ins. Co. of N. Am.,l24 F. Supp. 3d 161, 170-71(E.D.N.Y. 2015) (internal citations and

footnote omitted). In order to make such aprimafacie showing, the plaintiff must make "legally

sufficient allegations ofjurisdiction, including an averment of facts that, if credited[,] would

suffice to establish jurisdiction over the defendant." Penguin Grp. (JSA) Iyc. v. Am. Buddha,

609 F.3d 30, 35 QdCir.2010) (citation and internal quotation marks omitæd); see also In re

Hellas Telecommunícations (Luxembourg) II SCA,524 8.R.488,513 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y.),

adhered to,526 B.R. 499 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2015) (stating that when determining subject matter

jurisdiction, all uncontroverted facts in the complaint are treated as true and all reasonable

inferences are drawn in favor of the party asserting jurisdiction).

Given that the Plaintiffs are currently stifled from making any argument whatsoever in

these cases, the Court will look to the assertions made in the affidavit submiued to the Bermuda

Court by counsel to the Plaintifß, Bruce Bennett (the "Bennett Affidavit"), signed and sworn to

on Decemb er 7 , 2016, along with the Complaint in this case, to determine if a proper basis has

been presented for this Court to exercise jurisdiction over the Bermuda Insurers. When the issue

ofpersonaljurisdiction is addressed on affìdavits or declarations, as it is here, "all allegations are

l5
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construed in the light most favorable to the plaintiff and doubts are resolved in the plaintiff s

favor, notwithstanding a controverting presentation by the moving party." A.L Trade Fin., Inc. v.

P etra B ank, 989 F .2d 7 6, 7 9-80 (2d Cir. I 993) (citations omitted).

For a court to exercise personal jurisdiction, a person or entity must have sufficient

"minimum contacts" with the forum "such that the maintenance of the suit does not offend

traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice." Int'l Shoe Co. v. State of Wash.,66 S. Ct.

154 (1945) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted). A court can exercise two categories

of personal jurisdiction: general jurisdiction or specific jurisdiction. See Daimler AG v. Bauman,

134 S. Ct.746,75a Q0la\; [halden,l34 S. Ct. at I l2l n.6. General, or "all-purpose"

jurisdiction, over a foreign defendant allows a court to hear any and all claims against such

defendant. Daimler,l34 S. Ct. at754 (citing Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operatíons, S.A. v. Brown,

I 3 I S. Ct. 2846, 2851 (2011)). If insufficient contacts exist for a court to exercise general

personal jurisdiction, it may still exercise specific jurisdiction. See Burger King Corp. v.

Rudzewicz, 105 S. Ct. 2174 ( 1985). Specifìc jurisdiction over a foreign defendant allows a court

to hear claims that "aris[e] out of or relate[] to the defendant's contacts with the forum . . . ."

Helicopteros Nacionales de Colombia, S.A. v. Hall,466 U.S. 408,414 n.8 (1984) (citation

omitted). "The inquiry whether a forum State may assert specifÏc jurisdiction over a nonresident

defendant focuses on the relationship among the defendant, the forum, and the litigation."

Walden,l34 S. Ct. at I l2l. "The [plaintiff] must also show that [the defendant] 'purposefully

availed' [himself] of the privilege of doing business in [the forum state] and that [the defendant]

could foresee being 'haled into court' there. Chaiken v. W Publ'g Corp., I l9 F.3d 1018, 1027-

28 (2d Cir.1997) (internal citations omitted).

t6
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Courts in New York have analyzed the contacts necessary to sustain a finding of specifìc

jurisdiction in the context of non-resident insurance company defendants. For example, in

U.N.F. Servs., Inc. v. Ins. Co. of N. Am., the Appellate Division of the Second Department

determined that an out-of-state workers' compensation insurer, Mountain States, fell under the

jurisdiction of a New York court, where the out-oÊstate insurer mailed policies and policy

renewals to the in-state insured, serviced the underlying policies by telephone and mail, and both

billed and collected premiums from the in-state insured, LINF. 236 A.D.2d 388, 389 (lgg7).

The court explained:

Over the course of the parties' approximately five-year relationship,
Mountain States mailed policies and policy renewals to UNF, serviced
the subject policies via both mail and telephone, and billed and collected
premiums from UNF. Such actions by Mountain States were both
sufficient to constitute "doing business" in New York pursuant to the
relevant provisions of the Insurance Law and to constitute "minimum
contacts" with New York such that the maintenance of an action in this
State would not offend traditional notions of fair play and substantial
justice, and such that Mountain States reasonably could have anticipated
being haled into the courts of this State.

Id. (internal citations omitted).

Further, both state and federal courts have upheld the exercise ofpersonaljurisdiction

under the "transacting business" clause of section 302 of the New York Civil Practice Law and

Rules, which provides that"a court may exercise personaljurisdiction over any non-domiciliary,

or his executor or administrator, who in person or through an agent . . . transacts any business

within the state or contracts anywhere to supply goods or services in the state . . . ." N.Y.

C.P.L.R. 302(a)(l) (McKinney). ln Constantine v. Stella Maris Ins. Co., for example, the

defendant-insurer, SMI, was a single-parent captive insurance company, with a single

shareholder located in Philadelphia, CHE, which had a joint operating agreement with a sole

member of a hospital, Sisters Hospital, located in Buffalo, New York. 97 A.D.3d ll29,ll3l

t7
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(2012). Because Sisters Hospitalwas a "covered person" in the insurance contract between SMI

and CHE, the Court found that SMI had transacted business under CPLR 302(a). Id. at 1132.

Similarly, in Blau v. Allianz, Allianz North America ("ANA"), a Minnesota corporation,

did not conduct business in New York, was not authorized to do business in New York, and did

not maintain any offices in New York. Blau,l24F. Supp. 3d at 168. A distinct corporate entity,

Allianz Life Insurance Company of New York, conducted ANA's business in New York. Id.

However, ANA routinely mailed invoices and notices to addresses in New York. Id. at 169. In

Blau, ANA issued a life insurance policy on the life of a New York resident, which was assigned

to a New York Trust, as owner and beneficiary of the policy. Id. ln Blau,the Court found that it

had personaljurisdiction over ANA, citing to a long body of case law standing for the

proposition that insuring a risk located within New York State establishes personaljurisdiction

over an insurer because the insurer has transacted business within the State. Id. at 179.

Where an insurer located elsewhere contracts to insure a risk within
New York State, courts have held that the insurer has contracted to
perform a service in New York, and therefore Blau has made a prima
facie showing that personal jurisdiction is proper in this case under
section 302(a)(1). For example, in Armada Supply Inc. v. Wright, the
Second Circuit held that jurisdiction was proper over a Brazilian insurer
who insured cargo en route to New York by ship. Armada Supply Inc.
v. Wright,858 F.2d 842,84648 (2d Cir. 1988). With respect to the
"contracts anywhere" provision of CPLR section 302(a)(l), the court
explained that "contracting to insure property located within a
jurisdiction, even ifthe presence ofthat property is transitory, subjects
a foreign marine-insurer to jurisdiction on suits over such insurance."
Id. at 849. Six years later, in a case involving an automobile insurance
policy, then-Judge Sotomayor held that jurisdiction in New York State

over a foreign insurer was proper, since the insurer "issu[ed] in Bermuda
an insurance policy with the expectation that it could be claimed upon
for events occurring within New York." Ins. Co. of N. Am. v. Pyramid
Ins. Co. of Berm. Zrd., No. 921V-18 I 6 (SMS), 1994 WL 887 54, at *2

(S.D.N.Y. Mar. 16, 1994). The court further explained that in the
context of the "contracts anyvhere" to perform services provision (as

opposed to the "transacts business" provision), the extensiveness ofthe
foreign insurer's actual contacts with New York is not the key inquiry.

l8
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See id. at*2; see also, e.g., A.I. Trade Fin., Inc. v. Petra Bank,989 F.2d
76, 82 (2d Cir. 1993) (holding that contract to provide a financial
guaranty payable in New York is a contract to perform services in the
state within the meaning of CPLR 3 02(a)( I ) (citing Armada Supply, 858
F.2d at 849)).

Id.

2. Discussion Regarding This Court's Jurisdiction Over the Bermuda Insurers

Here, the Bermuda Insurers entered into insurance contracts with "MF Global Holdings

Ltd." which has a mailing address of 7l7 Fifth Avenue, 9th Floor, New York, NY, USA 10022-

8101. (Complaint, Ex. B, C.) These policies insured New York entities from risks that might

take place in New York. Moreover, as noted in the Complaint, Allied "underwrites risks located

throughout the United States and in the State of New York" and "markets its insurance policies

to the general public and sells a substantial volume of insurance policies to entities and

individuals domiciled or conducting business in New York covering risks and liabilities

occuning within New York." (Complaint 1123.) Likewisg the lron-Starr lnsurers'bn behalf of

subscribing insurers markets its insurance policies to the general public and sells a substantial

volume of insurance policies to entities and individuals domiciled or conducting business in New

York covering risks and liabilities occurring within New York." (Complaint fl 24.) The

insurance policies issued by the Bermuda Insurers to MF Global Holdings Ltd. are expressly

governed by New York Law. (See, e.g,, Complaint, Ex. B at p. 9 ("This policy shall be enforced

in accordance with the internal laws of the State ofNew York . . . .").)

Based on the allegations in the Bennett Affidavit and the Complaint, the Bermuda

Insurers have certainly availed themselves of the New York market, and must reasonably

anticipate being subject to the reach of a court in New York in any dispute concerning an alleged

breach of the insurance contract. The fact that the insurance policies contain arbitration clauses

t9
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does not strip this Court of personal and subject matter jurisdiction over this adversary

proceeding. Motions to compel arbitration often arise in bankruptcy cases and adversary

proceedings. The Federal Arbitration Act ("FAA"), 9 U.S.C. $$ l-14, establishes a federal

policy favoring the enforceability of arbitration clauses, thereby effectively taking disputes out of

the judicial system. See DIRECTV, Inc. v. Imburgia, 136 S. Ct.463,466 (2015) (refusing to

construe the phrase "law ofyour state" in a contract so as to neutralize an arbitration

provision."); see also AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion, 563 U.S. 333, 352 (201l) (holding that

the FAA preempts California state law which stood as an obstacle to the goals of the FAA).

As explained below, however, the existence of a contractual arbitration clause does not

automatically mean that all claims in a bankruptcy case or adversary proceeding are arbitrable.

Under certain circumstances, arbitration clauses are not enforced where the purposes of the

Bankruptcy Code would be adversely affected by arbitration. Whether the current dispute should

be sent to arbitration can only be determined by this Court after full briefing and argument by

both sides, not solely by the Bermuda Insurers' ex parte arguments to the Bermuda Court, or

their motions in this Court where the Plaintifß are not permitted to respond.

Given the complex framework by which Bankruptcy Courts must analyze the arbitrability

of disputes such as the one currently before the Court, the Bermuda Insurers cannot reasonably

presume that this dispute is assuredly bound for arbitration. As discussed in more detail below,

there are a multitude of considerations that a court must analyze before determining whether a

dispute shall or should be sent to arbitration, and any pafiy to a dispute such as this one must

reasonably anticipate being compelled to resolve the dispute in the Bankruptcy Court, or at least

argue before the Bankruptcy Court why the dispute must be arbitrated. By marketing its

insurance policies to entities and individuals in New York, and insuring risks in New York, the

20
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Bermuda Insurers have established the requisite connection between this dispute, the Plaintifß

and New York to establish a jurisdictional basis for this Court to entertain this dispute.

With respect to the Bermuda Insurers argument that this Court does not have subject

matter jurisdiction over this dispute, the Court will also look to the Complaint in this case and the

Bennett Affidavit. The Complaint asserts that this dispute "involves the disposition of property

of the estate and which requires interpretation and enforcement of agreements and orders over

which this Court expressly retained exclusive jurisdiction." (Complaint I 19.) The Complaint

further maintains that "[t]his Court's exercise of its jurisdiction is necessary to preserve the

objectives of the Bankruptcy Code and to avoid inequitable distributions." (Id.)

These assertions provide a sufficient basis for the Court to conclude at this time that it has

subject matter jurisdiction. "Bankruptcy courts retain jurisdiction to enforce and interpret their

own orders." In re Millenium Seacarríers, úrrc.,419 F.3d 83, 97 (2d Cir. 2005) (citing In re

Petrie Retail, úrrc., 304 F.3d 223,230 (2d Cir. 2002)); see also Travelers Indem. Co. v. Bailey,

557 U.S. l37,l5l (2009) ("[A]s the Second Circuit recognized . . . the Bankruptcy Court plainly

ha[s] jurisdiction to interpret and enforce its own prior orders.") (citation omitted). Here, there is

a dispute over whether the Bar Order in the Global Settlement proscribed the frling of the

Bermuda Action. "As the court explained in Charter Communications,where a motion seeks to

'prevent the prosecution of causes of action expressly prohibited by the confirmation order,' it

would be 'difficult to identi$ judicial acts that are any more critical to the orderly functioning of

the bankruptcy process or more closely tethered to core bankruptcy jurisdiction."' In re

Residential Capital, LLC,508 B.R. 838, 849 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2014) (citing In re Charter

Commc '/i,s, No. 09-11435,2010 WL 502764, at *4 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. Feb. 8, 2010)).

21
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This analysis serves not only to establish that this Court has subject matter jurisdiction

overthis dispute at thisjuncture, but it also underscores the significant nature ofthe proceedings

presently before this Court. This Court plainly has jurisdiction to interpret and enforce the Bar

Order, but the Court currently does not have the ability to conduct unbiased proceedings to

determine whether the Bar Order has been violated.

To be clear, if the Court is ultimately able to entertain fully briefed motions from all

parties on whether this Court has subject matter jurisdiction over the dispute, the Court will

consider those motions. However, at this time, the Plaintifß are unable to respond to the

Bermuda Insurers' contentions on this matter, and as such, the Court will not entertain only the

Bermuda Insurers' arguments.

III. TEN{PORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

The above analysis demonstrates that service on the Bermuda Insurers was proper, and

this Court has personal and subject matter jurisdiction over the Bermuda Insurers in this dispute.

Given the unfortunate posture in which this case cunently sits, the Court must forge a path

forward utilizing the resources available to it. At this juncture, the Court will issue a temporary

restraining order enjoining the Bermuda Insurers from taking any action against the Plaintiffs or

their counsel to enforce the Injunctive Orders. This Opinion is being issued huniedly on

December 21,2016, because the next hearing in the Bermuda Court is scheduled for December

22,2016. The Bermuda Court should have the benefit of this Court's Opinion before it presides

at the December 22,2016 hearing.

A. Legal Standard for the fssuance of a Temporary Restraining Order

Pursuant to section 105(a) of the Bankruptcy Code, "[t]he court may issue any order,

process, or judgment that is necessary or appropriate to carry out the provisions of this title." l1

22
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U.S.C. $ 105(a). The traditional standards for issuance of an injunction pursuant to Rule 65 of

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure are made applicable to adversary proceedings under

Bankruptcy Rule 7065. See Eastern Air Lines v. Rolleston, 111 B.R. 423,431 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y.

1990). Moreover, the standards for a temporary restraining order and a preliminary injunction

are not materially different. See Adelphia Commc'ns Corp. v. The American Channel, et al. (In

re Adelphia Commc'ns Corp.),No. 02-41729 (REG), 2006 WL 1529357, at *4 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y.

June 5, 2006). "A decision to grant or deny a preliminary injunction is committed to the

discretion of the district court." Polymer Tech. Corp. v. Mimran,37 F.3d 74,78 (2dCir.1994).

The Second Circuit has explained that a party seeking a preliminary injunction must

show that either "he is likely to succeed on the merits; that he is likely to suffer irreparable harm

in the absence of preliminary relief; that the balance of equities tips in his favor; and that an

injunction is in the public interest," or alternatively "show irreparable harm and either a

likelihood of success on the merits or suffrciently serious questions going to the merits to make

them a fair ground for litigation and a balance of hardships tipping decidedly toward the party

requesting the preliminary relief." Am. Civil Líberties Union v. Clapper,785 F.3d 787, 825 (2d

Cir. 2015) (internal citations and quotations omitted); see also Winter v. NaL Res. Def. Council,

Inc., 555 U.S. 7, 20 (2008) ("4 plaintiff seeking a preliminary injunction must establish that he is

likely to succeed on the merits, that he is likely to suffer irreparable harm in the absence of

preliminary reliet that the balance of equities tips in his favor, and that an injunction is in the
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public interest.") (citations omitted). These concepts (likelihood of success on the merits,

irreparable harm, balance of equities, and the public interest) will each be discussed below.la

A temporary restraining order is very content specifìc. Under Rule 65(b)(2), "[e]very

ftemporary restraining order] issued without notice must state the date and hour it was issued;

describe the injury and state why it is ireparable; state why the order was issued without notice;

and be promptly frled in the clerk's office and entered in the record."

Rule 65(d) adds further requirements:

(l) Contents. Every order granting an injunction and every
restraining order must:
(A) state the reasons why it issued;
(B) state its terms specifically; and
(C) describe in reasonable detail - and not by referring to the

complaint or other document - the act or acts restrained or
required.

FEo. R. Cry. P.65(d).

A temporary restraining order is also limited in duration: "The order expires at the time

after entry-not to exceed 14 days-that the court sets, unless before that time the court, for

good cause, extends it for a like period or the adverse party consents to a longer extension."

Fpo. R. Crv. P. 65(bX2).

B. Reasons for Injunctive Relief

The Court finds that the requirements for ordering injunctive relief are satisfied. As

noted above, Rule 65 requires the Court to look to "specific facts in an affidavit or a verified

complaint [that] clearly show that immediate and irreparable injury, loss, or damage will result to

14 The Court at this time is not seeking to enjoin the Bermuda Insurers from participating in the Bermuda
Action altogether. The Court recognizes that the legal analysis courts in the Second Circuit undertake when
determining whether to enjoin foreign litigation is distinct from the analysis relating to preliminary injunctions. See

China Trade & Dev. Corp. v. M.V. Choong Yong,837 F.2d 33,35 (2d Cir. 1987) (setting forth the threshold
requirements and factors that inform whether a foreign litigation should be enjoined).
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the movant. . . ." FED. R. Clv. P. 65(bxlxa). The Bennett Affidavit and the Complaint will serve

as the basis for this Court's determinations on this issue.ls

The reasons that this Court is ordering the injunctive relief set forth below are manifold,

but in particular, the Court finds that the Plaintifß continue to suffer ongoing harm on account of

the Injunctive Orders, the balance of harms weighs in favor of ordering relief for the Plaintiffs,

and the public policies present here all weigh in favor of issuing a temporary restraining order.

L The Plaintffi Continue to Suffer Harm on Account of the Injuncttve Orders

The Bennett Affidavit demonstrates that Plaintifß will continue to suffer immediate and

irreparable harm in the absence of Court intervention. The Plaintifß filed the Complaint in this

Court, and the issuance of the Injunctive Orders has obliterated the Plaintiffs' lawful choice of

forum in which to determine issues relating to whether the Bar Order or the Barton doctrine

barred the Bermuda Insurers from filing the Bermuda Action and obtainingthe ex parte

Injunctive Order. The Bennett AfTidavit sets forth in detail the factual background leading up to

the issuance of the Injunctive Orders, including the Bar Order in the Global Settlement, the filing

of the Complaint, and the motions filed by the Bermuda Insurers in this Court. (,See Bennett

Affidavit at 3-10.) Specifically, the Bennett Affidavit notes that because the "Bermuda

[Insurers] have voluntarily filed their Motions to Compel Arbitration in the Bankruptcy Court,

the [Plaintifß] are obliged to respond in the Bankruptcy Court." (Bennett Affrdavit at 6.) The

Bennett Affrdavit also touches on some of the complex issues relating to the proper forum in

which issues relating to the Plaintiffs' insurance coverage action should be decided. (Bennett

15 Rule 65 further requires that "the movant's attorney certify[y] in writing any efforts made to give notice
and the reasons why it should not be required." FED. R. Ctv. P. 65(bX1Xb). Here, given that the Court has

undertaken to issue this Order sua sponte in the face of extenuating circumstances, the requirements of Rule
65(bXlXb) are inapplicable.
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Affìdavit at 8-9 ("The Complaint also stated that the Bankruptcy Court had core, and in certain

cases, exclusive jurisdiction over the disputed issues raised in the [Complaint]. Yet instead of

meeting and conferring with the [Plaintifß] to explore these issues and come to a protocol for

briefing and presenting these threshold issues in a timely and efficient basis to the Bankruptcy

Court, the Bermuda [Insurers] elected to proceed on an ex, parte basis."))

The Plaintiffs have suffered and continue to suffer from the inability to meaningfully

participate in the adversary proceeding that they commenced in the forum of their choice. The

Bermuda Insurers have frled motions to dismiss and motions to compel arbitration. (ECF Doc.

## l3-1, 14, 17,20.) The Plaintifß suffer the inequity of being unable to respond to any of these

motions, and as objection and response deadlines come and go, the Plaintiffs are forced to sit idly

by.

Compounding this harm is the fact that the Court itself is similarly hamstrung from

making any rulings on pending motions given that the Court has pleadings only from the

Bermuda Insurers. Further, this Court must be able to interpret and enforce the Bar Order

included in the Global Settlement, which it curently cannot do. "The mere existence of parallel

foreign proceedings does not negate the district courts' 'virtually unflagging obligation . . . to

exercise the jurisdiction given them."' Royal & Sun AIl. Ins. Co. of Canada v. Century Int'l

Arms, Inc., 466 F.3d 88, 92 (2d Cir.2006) (quoting Colorado River Water Conservation Dist. v.

United States,424 U.S. 800, 817 (1976)).

2. The "Balance of Equities" Lleíghs in Favor of Ordering Retieffor the Plaintffi

While the Plaintifß continue to suffer the inequities described above, upon the issuance

of this temporary restraining order, the Bermuda Insurers will suffer no apparent harm

whatsoever. At this juncture, the Court has not even determined whether this dispute should
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properly be heard in this Court or in arbitration in Bermuda. The Bermuda Insurers, like any

other party (other than the Plaintifß), are and will continue to be free to file motions, objections,

responses, and other nonfrivolous pleadings with this Court. After filing motions to compel

arbitration, the Bermuda Insurers are no\'r' awaiting a determination on the arbitrability of the

dispute at hand. No party will suffer in the event that this Court properly analyzeswhether to

send this dispute to arbitration pursuant to applicable law. One party will prevail while the other

will not, but both parties will be able to plead their case.

3. Public Policy Weighs in Favor of Ordering Relieffor the Plaintiffs

There are several important public policies in play weighing in favor of ordering relief for

the Plaintifß.

First, this Court should be able to interpret and enforce its own orders without

interference from another court. Second, the determination of whether this dispute should be

arbitrated in Bermuda is complex, involving both bankruptcy and non-bankruptcy law, and local

counsel to the Bermuda Insurers have attempted to circumvent this process altogether. In doing

so, the Bermuda Insurers have totally undermined the adversarial nature of this proceeding.

In petitioning the Bermuda Court for the Injunctive Orders, the Bermuda Insurers relayed

an overly simplistic summary of the issue to the Bermuda Court. Allied Ex Parte Hr'g Tr. at24-

25. Courts in this district have recognizedthat when a Bankruptcy Court is presented with a

motion to compel arbitration, as this Court currently is, the Court must äpply a four-part test:

[F]irst, it must determine whether the parties agree to arbitrate; second,
it must determine the scope of that agreement; third, if federal statutory
claims are asserted, it must consider whether Congress intended those
claims to be nonarbitrable; and fourth, if the court concludes that some,
but not all, of the claims in the case are arbitrable, it must then decide
whether to stay the balance of the proceedings pending arbitration.
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Bethlehem Steel Corp. v. Moran Towing Corp. (In re Bethlehem Steel Corp.),390 B.R. 784,789

(Bankr.S.D.N.Y.2008) (quoting Oldroyd v. Elmíra Sav. Bank, FSB, 134F.3d72,75-76 (2d

Cir.l998)). Naturally, "[w]hen arbitration law meets bankruptcy law head on, clashes inevitably

develop." In re Hagerstown Fiber Ltd. P'ship,277 B.R. 181, 202 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2002).

Specifically, "[t]he issue of waiver predominates arbitration disputes involving bankruptcy

claims," and the first indication of waiver is whether a claim is "core" or "non-core." Id. at 198;

see also In re S.W. Bach & Co.,425 B.R. 78, 89 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2010) ("If a claim is 'non-

core,' the court generally lacks discretion and must refer the claim to arbitration. . . . If a claim is

core, 'the bankruptcy court must still carefully determine whether any underlying purpose of the

Bankruptcy Code would be adversely affected by enforcing the arbitration clause,' and the

'arbitration clause should be enforced unless [doing so] would seriously jeopardize the objectives

of the Code."') (internal citations and quotations omitted). Despite what the Bermuda Insurers

may have attested to before the Bermuda Court, the determination of whether a claim is core or

non-core can be complex, including in insurance coverage disputes. l6

By sidestepping this entire analysis, and muting the Plaintifß before this Court, the

Bermuda Insurers have taken actions that undercut this Court's ability to apprise itself of all

16 The Second Circuit has explained:

The Bankruptcy Code divides claims in bankruptcy proceedings into two principal
categories: "core" and "non-core." Bankruptcyjudges have the authority to hear and
determine all . . . core proceedings arising under title 1l . . . and may enter appropriate
orders and judgments, subject to review under section 158 of [title 28.]. With respect
to non-core claims, unless the parties otherwise agree, the bankruptcy court can only
recommend findings of fact and conclusions of law to the district court. . . .

[W]hether a contract proceeding is core depends on (l) whether the contract is
antecedent to the reorganization petition; and (2) the degree to which the proceeding
is independent ofthe reorganization. The latter inquiry hinges on "the nature ofthe
proceeding." Proceedings can be core by virtue of their nature if either ( I ) the type of
proceeding is unique to or uniquely affected by the bankruptcy proceedings, or (2) the
proceedings directly affect a core bankruptcy function.

In re U.S. Lines, Inc., 197 F.3d 631,636-37 (2d Cir. 1999) (internal citations and quotation marks omitted)
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relevant facts and arguments, and considerations of fairness and equity weigh in favor of

granting relief for the Plaintiffs.

Additionally, this Court is where the first-filed actionrT resides, and the principle of

comity suggests that this Court should entertain the dispute between the parties at this stage.

"The 'first fîled' rule states that where an action is brought in one federal district court and alater

action embracing the same issue is brought in another federal court, the first court has

jurisdiction to enjoin the prosecution of the second action, unless there are special circumstances

which justiff giving priority to the second action." City of N.Y. v. Exxon Corp.,932F.2d 1020,

1025 (2d Cir. l99l) (citations and internal quotation marks omitted). The first-filed doctrine is

considered, perhaps with less force, in the international cross-border context. See Taub v.

Marchesi Dí Barolo S.p.A., No. 09-CV-599,2009 WL 4910590, at *6 (E.D.N.Y. Dec. 10, 2009)

(analyzingprinciples and factors relating to international comity and parallel proceedings, and

affording "minimal weight" to the temporal sequence of filings). The Complaint, frled on

October 28,2016, predates any court-frled action in Bermuda. Allied submits that arbitration

was "filed" prior to the filing of the Complaint, but arbitration proceedings in Bermuda have yet

to commence, and the only progress thus far has been the empaneling of the arbitrators. After

receiving an ex parte presentation from counsel to the Bermuda Insurers on the likelihood of this

proceeding being transferred to Bermuda for arbitration, the Bermuda Court issued the Injunctive

Orders despite the fact that the Plaintiffs filed the Complaint before any arbitration had actually

commenced.

r7 Coufts in this circuit have applied the first-filed rule on a case by case basis, and caution against a

mechanistic application of the rule. See National Patenl Development Corp. v. American Hospilal Supply Corp.,
616 F. Supp. 114, I l8 (S.D.N.Y. 1984) (mechanical positions relating to the first-filed rule "must yield to the
realities of the situation in terms of the interests of the parties and effective and sound judicial administration").
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But extension of comity to a foreign judgment is "neither a matter of absolute obligation,

on the one hand, nor of mere courtesy and good will, upon the other." Asvesta v. Petroutsas, 580

F.3d 1000, 101 I (9th Cir. 2009). Courts will generally recognize judgments of other courts:

Where there has been opportunity for a full and fair trial before a foreign
court of competent jurisdiction . after due citation of voluntary
appearance ofthe defendant, and under a system ofjurisprudence likely
to secure an impartial administration ofjustice between the citizens of
that country and those ofother countries, and there is nothing to show
either prejudice in the court, or in the system of laws under which it was

sitting, or fraud in procuring the judgment, or any other special reason

why the comity of the United States should not allow it full effect, the
merits of the case should not, in an action brought in this country on the
judgment, be tried afresh, as on a new trial or an appeal, upon the mere

assertion of a party that the judgment was erroneous in law or in fact.

Hiltonv. Guyot,l59 U.S. ll3,l23 (1895) (Fuller, J., Harlan, J., Brewer, J., and Jackson, J.,

dissenting). While comity is valued, "comity ceases where a foreign judgment's actual conflict

with vital public concerns of the forum state begins to prejudice or undermine domestic

interests." Dow Jones & Co. v. Harrods, Ltd.,237 F. Supp. 2d 394,446 (S.D.N .Y .2002), affd,

346 F.3d 357 (2d Cir. 2003). This is particularly true where the suit is first instituted in the

United States and where the initial opportunity to exercise comity is put before the foreign

courts. Id.; See also Laker Airways Ltd. v. Sabena Belgian 'tlorld Airlines, T3l F.2d 909,939

(D.C. Cir. 19S4). "Comity ordinarily requires that courts of a separate sovereign not interfere

with concurrent proceedings based on the same transitory claim, at least until a judgment is

reached in one action, allowing res judicata to be pled in defense." Laker Airways, T3l F .2d at

939.

Here, the Plaintiffs were not afforded an opportunity to argue their case before the

Bermuda Court prior to the entry of the Injunctive Orders. Rather, the Bermuda Insurers

presented the Bermuda Court with an incomplete presentation of the facts and applicable law, to
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the detriment of the Plaintifß. Just as this adversary proceeding was beginning, the entry of the

Injunctive Orders interfered with the fair administration of this case, and undermined this Court's

ability to adjudicate the issues presented. These policy concerns weigh in favor of ordering relief

to the Plaintiff.

4. The Likelihood of Success on the Merits at This Stage Favors the Plaintffi

Because the Plaintifß have been unable to submit brieß in this case following the entry

of the Injunctive Orders, the likelihood of the Plaintifß' success on the merits is not readily

apparent. Again, however, the Complaint maintains that "this coverage action is a core

proceeding, and this Court's jurisdiction is necessary to preserve the objectives of the

Bankruptcy Code and to avoid the potential of inequitable distributions." (Complaint T 100.)

Specifically, the Plaintiffs asseft that "resolution of this coverage action requires the Court to

interpret various orders and settlements that it retained jurisdiction over" and that allowing

arbitration to go forward "would circumvent this Court's exclusive, retained jurisdiction to

interpret and enforce these prior settlements and orders, and lead to numerous complications and

inefficiencies, which would impact the administration of the bankruptcy estate." (1d) These

assertions demonstrate that the issue of whether this dispute is arbitrable is not obvious. Taken

at face value, these assertions certainly indicate that the dispute might or might not be artbitrable,

but as noted above, the Court will not rule on this issue at this time.

In any event, the arbitrability of this dispute is certainly "fair ground for litigation" and a

balance of hardships does indeed weigh in favor of Plaintiffs for the reasons abeady discussed.

Clapper,785 F.3d at 825. Thus, under either test set forth by the Second Circuit, there are

grounds for ordering injunctive relief at this time. The Court is entering this temporary

3l
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restraining order sua sponte in unusual circumstances, but the analysis set forth above

demonstrates that the requirements for ordering injunctive relief are satisfied.

C. Conduct Proscribed by this Order

The Court recognizes that"a court of equity having personaljurisdiction over a party has

power to enjoin him from committing acts elsewhere" and that "this power should be exercised

with great reluctance when it will be difflrcult to secure compliance with any resulting decree or

when the exercise of such power is fraught with possibilities of discord and conflict with the

authorities of another country." Vaníty Fair Mills, Inc. v. T. Eaton Co.,234F.2d 633,647 (2d

Cir. 1956). Given the circumstances, however, this Court is left with no other options. But, to

be clear, at this stage of this case, the Court is not enjoining the Bermuda Insurers from

prosecuting the case they filed in the Bermuda Court. If the Bar Order is determined by this

Court-after a hearing at which all parties are able to appear and argue-to apply and bar the

filing of the Bermuda Action, this Court has clear authority to enforce its prior order. A foreign

court should not be permitted to interfere with that decision.

By this Order, the Bermuda Insurers are hereby RESTRAINED and ENJOINED

from taking any action to enforce the following provisions in the Injunctive Orders:

The fPlaintiffs] shall not, whether by themselves or through their
employees, servants, agents, representatives, attorneys or otherwise,
commence, prosecute or otherwise pursue litigation in the United
States insofar as that litigation concerns, arises out ofand/or relates

to the insurance policy issued to the [Plaintifß] by the [Bermuda
Insurers], Policy No. C0073 5 7 / 005 ("the Policy") including, for the
avoidance of doubt, litigation containing allegations of breach of
"good faith and fair dealing" relating to the Policy) and/or otherwise
breaches the terms of the valid and binding Bermuda arbitration
agreement between the [Plaintifß and the Bermuda Insurers].

2. The [Plaintifß] shall not, whether by themselves or through their
employees, servants, agents, representatives, attorneys or otherwise,
seek and/or obtain an anti-suit injunction and/or an anti-anti-suit
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injunction and/or a temporary, preliminary or permanent order
restraining and/or preventing the [Defendant] from pursuing and/or
otherwise enforcing the said valid and binding Bermuda arbitration
agreement, until trial or further order.

The Bermuda Insurers are so enjoined until after the expiration of this temporary

restraining order, or any further order entered by the Court.

The Plaintiffs and the Bermuda Insurers are hereby ordered to appear before this

Court on January 4,2017 at2z00 P.M. for a preliminary injunction hearing. All parties

shall file in writing all evidence and arguments in support of their respective positions on

or before 12:00 noon, December 2812016.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated 3:00 p.m., December 21,2016
New York, New York

TllarrtØ Alrrd,t
MARTIN GLENN

United States Bankruptcy Judge

JJ
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Maryann Taylor, do herby certify that on January 4,2077 ,I caused a true and correct copy of

the foregoing Notice of Appeal on behalf of Defendants lron-Star Excess Agency, Ltd.,

Ironshore Insurance Ltd., and Starr Insurance & Reinsurance Limited, along with the following

in support of same: i) the Notice of Motion for Leave to Appeal the Decembet 21, 2016

Memorandum Order and Temporary Restraining Order of the Bankruptcy Court; ii) the

Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion for Leave to Appeal; and iii) the Declaration of

Maryann Taylor, to be filed with the Court using the Electronic Filing System and served upon

all counsel of record registered with the Court's ECF system.

lsl
Maryann Taylor
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D'AMATO & LYNCH, LLP
Mary Jo Bany
Maryann Taylor
Two World Financial Center
225 Liberty Street
New York, New York 10281
(2r2) 269-0927

Attorneys for Defendants Iron-Starr Excess
Agency Ltd., Ironshore Insurance Ltd.,
and Starr Insurance & Reinsurance Limited

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

In re: Case No. 11-15059 (MG)

MF GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD, et al.,

Debtors.
Chapter 11

Jointly Administered

Adv. CaseNo. 16-01251 (MG)
MF GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD., as Plan
Administrator; and MF GLOBAL ASSIGNED
ASSETS LLC,

Plaintifß,

ALLIED WORLD ASSURANCE COMPANY
LTD., et al.,

Defendants.

NOTICE OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO APPEAL THE DECEMBß,R21,2016
MEMORANDUM ORDER AND TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

OF THE BANKRUPTCY COURT
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PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that, upon the accompanying Memorandum of Law in

Support, and the Declaration of Maryann Taylor, Esq., together with the exhibits annexed

thereto, Defendants Iron-Starr Excess Agency Ltd., Ironshore Insurance Ltd., and Starr Insurance

& Reinsurance Limited (collectively, "Iron-Starr Defendants"), by their undersigned counsel,

hereby move the Court at the United States Courthouse, 500 Pearl Street, New York, New York

10007, on a date to be determined by the Court, for an Order pursuant to 28 U.S.C. $ 158(aX3)

and Federal Rule of Bankruptcy Procedure 8004:(1) granting leave to appeal that portion of the

December 21,2016 Memorandum Opinion and Temporary Restraining Order of the Bankruptcy

Court which held that service of process has been properly effectuated upon said Defendants and

that there is specific personal jurisdiction over them; and (2) granting such other and further

relief as the Court deems just and proper.

In view of the exceptional circumstances and importance of the issues presented in this

appeal, the lron-Starr Defendants respectfully request oral argument on their motion.

Dated: New York, New York
January 4,2017

D'AMATO & LYNCH, LLP

By lslMaryann faylcr
Mary Jo Barry
Maryann Taylor
Two V/orld Financial Center
225 Libefty Street
New York, New York I028I
(212) 269-0927

Attorneys for Defendants lron-Starr Excess

Agency Ltd., Ironshore Insurance Ltd.,
and Starr Insurance & Reinsurance Limited

2
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D'AMATO & LYNCH, LLP
Mary Jo Barry
Maryann Taylor
Two World Financial Center
225 Liberty Street
New York, New York 10281
(212) 269-0927

Attorneys for Defendants Iron-Starr Excess
Agency Ltd., Ironshore Insurance Ltd.,
and Starr Insurance & Reinsurance Limited

In re

MF GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD, et al.,

Debtors

MF GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD., as Plan
Administrator; and MF GLOBAL ASSIGNED
ASSETS LLC,

Plaintiffs,

ALLIED V/ORLD ASSURANCE COMPANY
LTD., et al.,

Defendants.

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

Case No. 11-15059 (MG)

Chapter 11

Jointly Administered

Adv. CaseNo. 16-01251 (MG)

v

DECLARATION OF MARYANN TAYLOR
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I, Maryann Taylor, hereby declares, under penalty of perjury pursuant to 28 U.S.C. $

1746, as follows:

1. I am a partner with D'Amato &. Lynch, LLP, counsel to Defendants Iron-Stan

Excess Agency Ltd., Ironshore Insurance Ltd., and Starr Insurance & Reinsurance Limited

(collectively, oothe lron-Starr Defendants".) I am a member of the bar of New York, and of this

Court.

2. This Declaration is submitted in support of the Iron-Starr Defendants' Motion for

an Order pursuant to 28 U.S.C. $ 15S(a)(3) and the Federal Rule of Bankruptcy Procedure 8004

requesting leave to appeal the Order of the Bankruptcy Court (Hon. Martin Glenn) dated

December 2l, 2016 ('oDecember 21,2016 Order"), which held, inter alia, that service of process

has been properly effectuated upon said Defendants and that there is specific personal

jurisdiction over them.

3. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and accurate copy of the November 28,

2016 Affidavit of Lawrence P. Engrissei, Senior Vice President, Coverage Counsel and Claims

Manager for Defendant Iron-Starr that was submitted in support of the Iron-Starr Defendants

Motion to Dismiss the Complaint in this Adversary Action.

4. Exhibit B is the Affidavit of Bruce Bennett, an enclosure to letter dated December

12,2016. The letter dated December 12,2016 and the Affrdavit of Bruce Bennett were filed

under seal in the Bankruptcy Court. The December 12,2016 Letter and accompanying Exhibits

do not presently appear in the Adversary Proceeding Docket.

5. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the December 21,2016

Order.

2
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6. Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of a Memorandum of Law

dated December 28,2016 submitted by the Iron-Starr Defendants in response to the December

21,2016 Order and in opposition to a Preliminary Injunction.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Dated: New York, New York
January 4,2017

By: /s/ Maryann Taylor
Maryann Taylor
Two World Financial Center
225 Liberty Sfteet
New York, New York 10281
(2t2)269-0927

Attorneys for Defendants Iron-Starr Excess
Agency Ltd., Ironshore Insurance Ltd.,
and Starr Insurance & Reinsurance Limited

a
J
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF'NEW YORK
In re:

MF GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD, et al.,

Debtors.l

X FOR PUBLICATION

Chapter 1l
Case No. 11-15059 (MG)
(Jointly Administered)

MF GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD., as Plan
Administrator, and MF GLOBAL ASSIGNED
ASSETS LLC,

Plaintiffs,
Adv. Proc. No. 16-01251 (MG)

ALLIED WORLD ASSURANCE COMPANY LTD.,:
IRON-STARR EXCESS AGENCY LTD., :

IRONSHORE INSURANCE LTD., STARR :

INSURANCE & REINSURANCE LIMITED., and :

FEDERAL INSURANCE COMPANY, :

Defendants.

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

APPEARANCES:

WHITE AND WILLIAMS, LLP
Counsel to Allied World Assurance Company, Ltd
7 Times Square
New York, New York 10036-6524
By: Erica Kerstein, Esq.

D'AMATO & LYNCH, LLP
Counsel to lron-Starr Excess Agency Ltd., Ironshore
Insurance Ltd., and Starr Insurance & Reinsurance
Limited
Two World Financial Center
225 Liberty Street
New York, New York 10281
By: Mary Jo Barry, Esq.

Maryann Taylor, Esq.

I The debtors in the chapter l1 cases (the "Chapter I I Cases") are MF Global Holdings Ltd.; MF Global
Finance USA Inc.; MF Global Capital LLC; MF Global Market Services LLC; MF Global FX Clear LLC; and MF
Global Holdings USA Inc. The Court entered an order of final decree closing the chapter l1 cases of MF Global
Capital LLC, MF Global FX Clear LLC, and MF Global Market Services LLC on February 11,2016.

X

VS.

X
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MARTIN GLENN
UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY JUDGE

"The need to develop all relevant facts in the adversary system is both fundamental and

comprehensive. . . . The very integrity of the judicial system and public confidence in the system

depend on full disclosure of allthe facts, within the framework of the rules of evidence." United

States v. Nixon,4l8 U.S. 683,709 (1974) (explaining the importance of the adversarial system in

the context of criminaljustice). Likewise, the integrity of the judicial system depends on the

opportunity for all parties in a lawsuit to fully argue the legal authorities supporting their

respective positions. These principles apply with resounding force in adversary proceedings in

Bankruptcy Court. To fully analyze the facts and legal arguments surrounding any issue, the

Court must hear all parties to a dispute. This Court is currently in the unusual and vexing

position of having before it a woefully incomplete set of briefs and arguments. This is so

because the Bermuda-based insurance company defendants, after this proceeding was filed and

served, obtained ex parte orders from a Bermuda court, enjoining the U.S.-based plaintifß from

prosecuting this adversary proceeding or responding to the motions filed by these defendants.

As explained below, at this stage of the case, based on the allegations in the Complaint (defined

below), and other matters appearing on the docket, this Court concludes that the Court has

personal and subject matter jurisdiction over this adversary proceeding and specifically over the

Bermuda Insurers (defined below).

Following this Court's entry of the Order to Show Cause Ifhy Allied World Assurance

Company LTD., Iron-Staru Excess Agency LTD., and Starr Insurance & Reinsurance Limited

Should Not be Held in Contempl (the "Order to Show Cause," ECF Doc. # 6) on November 22,

2016, for filing the Bermuda action and obtaining ex parte anti-suit injunctions, memoranda in

2
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response to the Order to Show Cause were filed by Allied World Assurance Company, LTD,2

Iron-Star Excess Agency Ltd., Ironshore Insurance Ltd., and Starr Insurance & Reinsurance

Limited3 (collectively, the "Bermuda Insurers"). As discussed in more detail below, counsel to

the Bermuda Insurers appeared and were heard before this Court on December 14,2016 in

connection with the Order to Show Cause, but counselto MF Global Holdings, Ltd. ("MFGH"),

as Plan Administrator, and MF Global Assigned Assets LLC ("MFGAA," together with MFGH,

the "Plaintiffs"), were effectively forced to remain silent at this hearing because of certain

Injunctive Orders (defined below) issued by the Bermuda Court on November 8,2016 atthe ex

parte request of the Bermuda Insurers.

As such, this Court is faced with an exceedingly disconcerting situation: the Court has

briefs and argument from only the Bermuda Insurers on several issues, including a pending

motion to compel arbitration filed by the Bermuda Insurers, without the benefìt of brieß and

argument from the Plaintifß. In this context, the Court must determine the path forward in this

adversary proceeding. For the reasons set forth below, the Bermuda Insurers are temporarily

restrained and enjoined from taking any action to enforce the Injunctive Orders against the

Plaintiffs or their counsel. The temporary restraining order shall be effective immediately (3:00

p.m., December 2lr2016), and shall remain effective for 14 days, or until further order of this

Court. A preliminary injunction hearing in connection with this matter is scheduled to begin at

2:00 p.m. on January 4,2017.

2 Allied World Assurance Company, LTD ("Allied") filed its response on December 7,2016 (the "Allied
Response," ECF Doc. # 28).

3 Iron-Starr Excess Agency Ltd., Ironshore Insurance Ltd., and Starr Insurance & Reinsurance Limited (the
"lron-Starr Insurers") fìled a substantially similar response also on December 7 ,2016 (the "lron-Starr Response,"
ECF Doc. # 32).

-t

ri
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I. BACKGROUNI)

These Chapter 1 I Cases and a related SIPA proceeding date back to 2011.4 The history

of MF Global's collapse has been fully recounted in previous opinions of this Court. The facts

relevant to the issues currently before the Court are set forth below.

A. The Bar Order in fhe Global Settlement

On August 10,2016, this Court entered an order approving a global settlement in these

chapter l1 cases (the "Global Settlement," D.I. 2282).s The Global Settlement included a bar

order (the "Bar Order") which provides in relevant part:

3. To the extent not previously authorized by this Court, the plan
injunction ("Plan Injunction") as to the Debtors and their respective
property established pursuant to paragraph 75 in the Order Confirming
Amended and Restated Joint PIan of Liquidation entered by this Court
on April 5,2013, to the extent applicable, shall be modified solely to the
extent necessary, and without further order of the Bankruptc)¡ Court. to
authorize any and all actions reasonabl)¡ necessar), to consummate the
Global Settlement. includine without limitation" any payments under
certain insurance oolicies required under the Settlement
Furthermore, any person or entity that is not a Party to the Settlement
Aereement is permanently barred. enjoined. and restrained from
commencins. prosecuting" or asserting any claims arising out of
payments made under certain insurance policies in accordance with the
Settlement Agreement or any other agreement referenced therein or
associated therewith.

7. Upon entry of this Order, any person or entity that is not a Party to
the Settlement Agreement, including any Dissenting Insurer, is
permanently barred, enjoined, and restrained from contesting or
rlisnrfino fhe Reeqnnahle.ne.cc nf Sefflemenf ôr ¡:nrnrnencino

prosecuting. or asserting an]¡ claims. including. without limitation.
claims for contribution. indemnity. or comnarative fault (however
denominated an on whatsoever theory¡)" arising out of or related to the
MFGlobalActions....

a This Court has dealt with issues relating to insurance coverage disputes on two prior occasion s. See In re
MF Glob. Holdings Ltd., 515 B.R. 193 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2014); In re MF GIob. Holdings Ltd., 469 B.R. 177
(Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2012), subsequently dismissed sub nom. Sapere Ilealth Mgt, LLC v. MF Glob. Holdings Ltd.,566
F. App'x 8l (2d Cir. 2014).

s References to the docket in the main chapter l1 case will be denoted as "D.I."

i

4
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8. For the avoidance of doubt, nothing in this Order shall preclude:

. . . (iii) any claims by the Insurance Assignees to enforce the Assigned
Rights; (iv) any claim or right asserted by an MFG Plaintiff against any

Insurer (as distinct from the Assigned
Rights)....

(Global Settlement at !1fl 3, 7, 8) (emphasis added).

In connection with the Global Settlement, Allied "tendered the full limit of liability of its

separately-issued excess D&O policy, but declined to make the E&O coverage provided under

the Allied [policy] available . . . for a settlement" as Allied's adversaries had requested. (Allied

Response at 4-5.) Pursuant to the Global Settlement, the individuals ostensibly covered by the

Allied E&O policy were to assign "their rights to full payment under the Allied [policy] to the

Plaintiffs" and the "assignee would immediately commence action against the [Bermuda

Insurers] to obtain proceeds" under the E&O policies. (Id. at 5.)

B. General Bacþround

On October 27,2016, the Plaintifß filed a complaint (the "Complaint," ECF Doc. # l)

initiating this adversary proceeding against the Bermuda Insurers and Federal Insurance

Company.6 The defendants had issued the top four layers of excess E&O insurance policies to

MFGH. All other insurers in MFGH's D&O and E&O insurance towers paid their policy limits

as part of the Global Settlement. The Plaintifß brought this action to recover the $25 million

policy proceeds under the defendants' E&O insurance policies.

On October 28,2016, a Summons and notice of a pretrial conference was entered on the

docket in this adversary proceeding. (ECF Doc. # 2.) On November 1,2016, the Plaintiffs

requested that the Clerk of the Court mail the Summons and Complaint to the Bermuda Insurers

6 Federal Insurance Company ("Federal") did not seek to obtain an anti-suit injunction against the Plaintiffs,
and is not the subject ofthis Order.

5

il
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pursuant to Rule a(f(Z)(c)(ii). (ECF Doc. # 3.) The Clerk's Office entered a Certificate of

Mailing showing that the Clerk's Offìce mailed (by DHL overnight carrier) the Summons and

Complaint to each of the Bermuda Insurers on November 3,2016. (ECF Doc. # 4.) On

November 4,2016, the Plaintifß filed an affidavit of service noting that the Summons and

Complaint were mailed to the Bermuda Insurers. (ECF Doc. # 5.)

On November 8,2016, the Bermuda Insurers obtained, ex parte, injunctive orders from

the Bermuda Court, ordering that:

[The Plaintiffs] shall not, whether by themselves or through their
employees, servants, agents, representatives, attorneys or otherwise,
commence, prosecute or otherwise pursue litigation in the United States
insofar as that litigation concerns, arises out of andlor relates to the
insurance policy issued to the [Plaintifß] by the [Bermuda Insurers],
Policy No. C007357/005 ("the Policy") including, for the avoidance of
doubt, litigation containing allegations of breach of "good faith and fair
dealing" relating to the Policy) and/or otherwise breaches the terms of
the valid and binding Bermuda arbitration agreement between the

[Plaintifß and the Bermuda Insurers] set out in Clause IX of the Policy,
until trial or further order.

The [Plaintifß] shall not, whether by themselves or through their
employees, servants, agents, representatives, attorneys or otherwise,
seek and/or obtain an anti-suit injunction and/or an anti-anti-suit
injunction and/or a temporary, preliminary or permanent order
restraining and/or preventing the [Defendant] from pursuing andlor
otherwise enforcing the said valid and binding Bermuda arbitration
agreement, until trial or further order.

(ECF Doc. # 7-2 at2.) Each of the Bermuda Insurers obtained substantially similar injunctive

orders. (,See ECF Doc. ## 7-2,7-3.)

At the ex parte hearing before the Bermuda Court, counsel to the Bermuda Insurers

informed the Bermuda Court that the Complaint filed in this Court revolved around insurance

coverage provided by the Bermuda Insurers, and that there were broad arbitration clauses in the

6

l{
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underlying policies.i Allied Ex Parte Hr'g Tr. at 1 l. Counsel for the Bermuda Insurers

indicated that recent case law in the Southern District of New York Bankruptcy Court would

likely result in the eventual transfer of the proceeding to Bermuda for arbitration as a non-core

issue, and that issues relating to comity were less important than the public policy of enforcing

arbitration provisions. Id. at24-25 (discussing In re Residential Capital,LLC, No. 12-12020,

Adv. No. l5-01025 (SHL),2016 WL 6155925 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. Oct.2l,2016) ("But it is quite

clear from this reading that the bankruptcy court would not characterifzfe an insurance coverage

action as a core proceeding. In this case fResidential Capital] it was found to be a non-core

proceeding, i.e. subject to the arbitration provisions")).

On November 22,2016" the Plaintifß submitted a letter to this Court informing the Court

that the Bermuda Insurers had obtained these injunctive orders (the "Injunctive Orders"), and

suggesting that the entry of the Injunctive Orders violated (i) the Bar Order in the Global

Settlement, and (ii) the Borton doctrine. (ECF Doc. # 7.)

On November28,2016, both Allied and the lron-Starr Insurers filed motions to compel

arbitration, (the "Motions to Compel Arbitration," ECF Doc. ## l3-1, 20).8 Also on November

28,2016, Allied and the lron-Stan Insurers each filed motions to dismiss for lack of personal

jurisdiction and improper service of process (the "Motions to Dismiss," ECF Doc. ## 14,17).e

On account of the Injunctive Orders, the Plaintiffs have not responded to these motions.

7 h is unclear whether the Bermuda Court was informed about the Bar Order in the Global Settlement. A
review of the transcripts from the ex parte hearing shows that the Bar Order was not mentioned by counsel to the
Bermuda Insurerso but the Bermuda Court was presented with written material that may or may not have referenced
the Bar C)rder.

I An affirmation of Jan E. Haylett was filed in connection with Allied's motion to compel arbitration on
November 29,2016. (ECF Doc. # 23.)

s An affrrmation of Jan E. Haylett was also filed in connection with Allied's motion to dismiss on November
28,2016. (ECF Doc. # l4-2.)

7
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C. The Arbitration Clauses

The insurance policies issued by the Bermuda Insurers each contain a mandatory

arbitration provision. (Allied Response at 3; Iron-Stam Response at 4.) These arbitration

clausesr0 provide that all disputes arising under or relating to these policies shall be fully and

finally resolved by arbitration in Bermuda. Id.

Allied indicates in the Allied Response that as early as February 11,2016, many months

before the Global Settlement was reached, Allied notified MFGAA and others "of its desire to

arbitrate, pursuant to the . . . arbitration clause in the Allied [policy] . . . ." (Allied Response at

4.) Allied further maintains that over the next eight months, "(under a reservation of rights),

Plaintifß' counsel . . . worked with [Allied] to empanel the arbitrators for the Bermuda

Arbitration, pursuant to the terms of the Allied [policy]." /d.

D. The Order to Show Cause

As noted above, the Court entered the Order to Show Cause on November 22,2016. The

principal issues raised by the Order to Show Cause are whether the frling of proceedings in

Bermuda (the "Bermuda Action") and the obtaining ofthe Injunctive Orders violated (i) the Bar

Order included in the Global Settlement, or (ii) the Barton doctrine. The Bermuda Insurers

submitted briefs and declarations in response, but the Plaintifß, on account of the Injunctive

Orders, were restrained from filing any papers.

10 For example, the Allied Policy's arbitration clause reads in relevant part:

Any and all disputes arising under or relating to this policy, including its formation and validity, and
whether between the Insurer and the Named Insured or any person or entity deriving rights through or
asserting rights on behalf of the Named Insured, shall be finally and fully determined in Hamilton,
Bermuda under the provisions of The Bermuda International Conciliation and Arbitration Act of I 993
(exclusive of the Conciliation Part of such Act), as may be amended and supplemented, by a board
composed ofthree arbitrators to be selected for each controversy . . . .

(Complaint, Ex. B at p. 7.)

8
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At the December 14,2016 hearing on the Order to Show Cause, counsel to the Bermuda

Insurers refused to consent to allow the Plaintifß' counsel an opportunity to be heard in

connection with the Order to Show Cause, or any other matter. At the hearing, counsel to the

Bermuda Insurers argued that (i) the Bar Order did not prevent the Bermuda Insurers from fìling

the anti-suit injunction in the Bermuda Court, (ii) this Court does not have jurisdiction over the

Bermuda Insurers, and (iii) service on the Bermuda Insurers was improper. Counsel to the

Plaintiffs stated their names to the Court on the record, and remained silent throughout the entire

hearing. Following the hearing, the Court took the matter under submission.

E. The Court Declines to Hold the Bermuda Insurers in Contempt

At this juncture, the Court declines to hold the Bermuda Insurers in contempt. A court's

inherent power to hold aparty in civil contempt may be exercised only when (1) the order the

party allegedly failed to comply with is clear and unambiguous, (2) the proof of noncompliance

is clear and convincing, and (3) the party has not diligently aftempted in a reasonable manner to

comply. See King v. Allied Vision, Ltd., 65 F.3d 1051, 1058 (2d Cir.l995); Monsanto Co. v.

Haslrel Trading, Inc. , 13 F. Supp. 2d 349, 3 63 (E.D.N.Y. I 998); In re Chief Exec. Officers Clubs,

lnc.,359 B.R. 527, 530 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2007). "Clear and unambiguous" means that the

clarity of the order must be such that it enables the enjoined party "to ascertain from the four

corners of the order precisely what acts are forbidden." Monsanto Co., 13 F. Supp. 2d at 363;

see also N.Y. State Nat. Org. for Women v. Terry,886 F.2d I 339, 1351-52 (2d Cir. 1989)

(finding that an order could serve as the foundation for a contempt citation because it was

sufficiently specific and clear as to what acts were proscribed to enable defendants to "ascertain

precisely what they could and could not do").

9
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The Court declines to find that the Bar Order clearly and unambiguously proscribed the

Bermuda Action. That is not to say that the Bermuda Insurers acted in compliance with the Bar

Order, but only that the Bar Order did not clearly and unambiguously prohibit the filing of the

Bermuda Action. At this stage, the Court will not rule on whether the Bar Order bars the

Bermuda Action entirely. Further proceedings are required in this Court for the Court to

interpret its own Bar Order. If at a later date, however, a prior order of this Court is determined

to enjoin the Bermuda Action altogether, then the Bermuda Insurers would be compelled to first

seek an order from this Court to vacate the order prohibiting the filing of the Bermuda Action,

and only if any such order is vacated would the Bermuda Insurers be permitted proceed in

Bermuda. The effect of the Injunctive Orders is to prevent this Court from carrying out its

normal role in interpreting and enforcing an order previously entered by the Court.

II. SERVICE OF PROCESS AND JURISDICTION

"The threshold question which must be addressed before any other issue is the

jurisdiction of this Court." In re Metromedia Fiber Network, lnc.,299 B.R. 251,256 (Bankr.

S.D.N.Y. 2003) (citations omitted). Where there is personal and subject matter jurisdiction, "a

federal court's 'obligation' to hear and decide cases within its jurisdiction is 'virtually

unflagging."' Lexmark Int'1, Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 1377,1386

(2014) (quoting Sprint Commc'ns, Inc. v. Jacobs,l34 S. Ct. 584, 591 (2013)); see also

Anlrenbrandt v. Richards, 504 U.S. 689,705 (1992) ("Abstention rarely should be invoked,

because the federal courts have a 'virtually unflagging obligation . . . to exercise the jurisdiction

given them."') (internal citation omitted). Upon a finding of proper service of process and

I

l0
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proper jurisdictional bases, this Court will adjudicate the issues that arise in this adversary

proceeding to the full extent provided by law.ll

It is a judge's duty to decide all cases within his jurisdiction that are
brought before him, including controversial cases that arouse the most
intense feelings in the litigants. His errors may be corrected on appeal,
but he should not have to fear that unsatisfied litigants may hound him
with litigation charging malice or corruption. Imposing such a burden
on judges would contribute not to principled and fearless
decisionmaking but to intimidation.

Pierson v. Ray,386 U.S. 547,554 (1967). Chief Justice Warren's words inthe Pierson decision

ring particularly true in the scenario currently before this Court. Though the conduct of the

Bermuda Insurers has essentially muzzled the Plaintiffs, based on the record before it, the Court

will determine whether service of process was proper, whether the Court has personal and

subject matter jurisdiction over the Bermuda Insurers, and what the appropriate next step is for

this Court to take with regards to this adversary proceeding.

The Bermuda Insurers contend that service of the Complaint was improper, and that this

Court does not have personaljurisdiction over the Bermuda Insurers. In the Motions to Dismiss

(to which the Bermuda Insurers will not permit Plaintifß to respond) the Bermuda Insurers also

argue that this Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction over this action. For the reasons set forth

below, this Court finds that service on the Bermuda Insurers was proper, and that this Court has

specific personal jurisdiction over the Bermuda Insurers. Also, based on the Complaint, the

Court concludes at this time that Plaintifß have sufficiently pleaded subject matter jurisdiction.

I I To be clearo however, the Bermuda Insurers may properly argue, and the Court will decide, whether
international comity, or some other legal principle (including a motion to compel arbitration) supports staying or
dismissing this action.

1l
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A. Service of Process

In order for this Court to establish jurisdiction over the Bermuda Insurers, it must first

determine that the Bermuda Insurers were served properly with the Summons and Complaint in

accordance with applicable law. ^lee FBo R. CIv. P. 12(bX5) (providing that insufficient service

of process is an affrrmative defense to a civil action).

At the hearing held on December 14,2016, the Bermuda Insurers contested that service

of the Complaint was proper under the Hague Convention on Service Abroad of Judicial and

Extra Judicial Documents (the "Hague Convention") and Bermuda law. The Bermuda Insurers

concede that they received service of the Summons and Complaint through overnight courier, but

argue that "the [Bermudan] Rules of the Supreme Court 1985" require personal service on a

defendant.

Bankruptcy Rule 7004(f) provides:

If the exercise of jurisdiction is consistent with the Constitution and
laws of the United States, serving a summons or filing a waiver of
service in accordance with this rule . . . is effective to establish personal
jurisdiction over the person of any defendant with respect to a case

under the Code or a civil proceeding arising under the Code, or arising
in or related to a case under the Code.

FEn. R. Baxrn. P. 7004(Ð.

Bermuda is a Commonwealth nation part of the United Kingdom, and the United

Kingdom is a signatory to the Hague Convention, subject to a limited reservation. The Hague

Convention at Article l0 states that

destination does not o the
Convention shall not interfere with

a) the freedom to send judicial documents" by postal channels.
directl), to Persons abroad,

b) the freedom of judicial officers, officials or other competent
persons ofthe State of origin to effect service ofjudicial documents

l2
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directly through the judicial officers, offrcials or other competent
persons of the State of destination,

c) the freedom of any person interested in a judicial proceeding to
effect service of judicial documents directly through the judicial
officers, officials or other competent persons of the State of
destination.

Hague Convention, Art. X. (emphasis added).r2 The United Kingdom reserved all rights only

with respect to subsections (b) and (c) to Article 10, relating solely to the effectuation of service

through judicial offrcers and other persons of the State of destination, and not relating to the

permissibility of service of process through postal channels, which provision is housed in

subsection (a). EOI Corp. v. Med. Mlctg. Ltd., 172 F.R.D. 133, 136 (D.N.J. 1997) (stating that

"the United Kingdom objected to sections (b) and (c)" but since neither the United States nor the

United Kingdom "specifically objected to Article l0(a), it is applicable in matters between these

two nations"); see also In re Harnischfeger Indus., lnc.,288 B.R. 79, 85 (Bankr. D. Del. 2003)

("The United States and the United Kingdom signed the Hague Convention without objecting to

Article l0(a).').

Moreover, the Rules of the Supreme Court 1985 provide in relevant part that:

ls]ubject to any enactment which provides for the manner in which
documents ma]¡ be served on bodies corporate and to any
special provisions of the relevant Civil Procedure Convention,
service of the process shall be effected by leavine the original
process or a copy of it. as indicated in the letter of request. and a
copy of the translation with the person to be served.

Service shall be effected by the process server appointed under
rule 5 or his authori[z]ed agent.

12 Though Article lO(a) uses the word "send" as opposed to "serve" or "service," the Second Circuit has

determined that the use of the word "send" in Article l0(a) refers to service ofjudicial documents. See Ackermann
v. Levine,788 F.2d 830, 839 (2d Cir. 1986) ("[T]he word 'send' in Article 10(a) was intended to mean 'service."').

13
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Rules of the Supreme Court 1985, 69/3(3) (emphasis added). The Hague Convention, joined by

the U.K. and, as a result, enforceable in Bermuda, appears to be an "enactment"l3 providing for

an alternative and acceptable means of service of process, namely by way of overnight courier.

The Rules of the Supreme Court 1985 on service of process clearly apply to any action filed in a

Bermuda court, but do not impose further limitations on service of actions filed in other countries

and served in Bermuda in accordance with the Hague Convention.

Given that the Bermuda Insurers received service of process through overnight mail

courier in compliance with Article l0(a) of the Hague Convention, the Court finds that service of

process on the Bermuda Insurers was proper.

B. Jurisdiction

The Bermuda Insurers also submit that this Court lacks personal and subject matter

jurisdiction. Allied, in the Allied Response, argues that because the claims for E&O insurance

proceeds were assigned to MFGAA over two years after plan confirmation, these claims were

never property of the Debtors' estates, and the Court cannot have subject matter jurisdiction over

the dispute. Additionally, at the hearing held on December 14,2016, Allied's counsel argued

that no personaljurisdiction exists because Allied and the other Bermuda Insurers are Bermuda

companies with no offrces in New York, and are not registered to do business in New York. The

Court asked Allied's counsel for any case law supporting Allied's argument that the Court does

not have jurisdiction over the Bermuda Insurers in this case; Allied's counsel was unable to

provide any case authority. Counsel to the lron-Starr Insurers, when asked the same question,

13 "Enactment" is defined in the Rules of the Supreme Court 1985 as, "any statutory provision including any
Act of Parliament of the United Kingdom having effect as part of the law of Bermuda." Rules of the Supreme Court
1985,1/4(l).

l4
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argued that Walden v. Fioreo 134 S. Ct. I I 15 (2014), demanded a finding that this Court does not

have jurisdiction over the Bermuda Insurers.

I. Legal Standard for Establíshing Jurisdiction Over the Bermuda Insurers

"[T]he plaintiff bears the burden of showing that the court has jurisdiction over the

defendant." Metro. Life Ins. Co. v. Robertson Ceco Corp,84 F.3d 560, 566 (2d Cir. 1996).

Although evidentiary hearings may be held to determine whether or not there is a proper exercise

of personal jurisdiction, "[w]here the court opts not to hold a hearing or order jurisdictional

discovery, the plaintiff need only make aprimafacie showing ofjurisdiction." Blau v. Allianz

Life Ins. Co. of N. Am.,l24 F. Supp. 3d 16l, 170-71(E.D.N.Y. 2015) (internal citations and

footnote omitted). In order to make such a primafacie showing, the plaintiff must make "legally

sufficient allegations ofjurisdiction, including an averment of facts that, if creditedl,] would

suffice to est¿blish jurisdiction over the defendant." Penguin Grp. (USA) Iyc. v. Am. Buddha,

609 F.3d 30, 35 (2d Cir. 2010) (citation and internal quotation marks omitæd); see also In re

Hellas Telecommunications (Ltmembourg) II SCA,524 8.R.488, 513 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y.),

adhered to,526 B.R. 499 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2015) (stating that when determining subject matter

jurisdiction, all uncontroverted facts in the complaint are treated as true and all reasonable

inferences are drawn in favor of the party asserting jurisdiction).

Given that the Plaintifß are currently stifled from making any argument whatsoever in

these cases, the Court will look to the assertions made in the affidavit submitted to the Bermuda

Court by counsel to the Plaintifß, Bruce Bennett (the "Bennett Affidavit"), signed and sworn to

on December 7,2016, along with the Complaint in this case, to determine if a proper basis has

been presented for this Court to exercise jurisdiction over the Bermuda Insurers. When the issue

of personal jurisdiction is addressed on affidavits ordeclarations, as it is here, "allallegations are

l5
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construed in the light most favorable to the plaintiff and doubts are resolved in the plaintiff s

favor, notwithstanding a controverting presentation by the moving party." A.I. Trade Fin., Inc. v.

Petra Bank,989 F.2d 76,79-80 (2d Cir. 1993) (citations omitted).

For a court to exercise personal jurisdiction, a person or entity must have sufficient

"minimum contacts" with the forum "such that the maintenance of the suit does not offend

traditional notions of fair play and substantialjustice." Int'l Shoe Co. v. State of Wash.,66 S. Ct.

154 (1945) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted). A court can exercise two categories

of personaljurisdiction: general jurisdiction or specific jurisdiction. See Daimler AG v. Bauman,

134 S. Ct.746,75a QÙlÐ; Walden, 134 S. Ct. at I l2l n.6. General, or "all-purpose"

jurisdiction, over a foreign defendant allows a court to hear any and all claims against such

defendant. Daimler,l34 S. Ct. at754 (citing Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. v. Brown,

13l S. Ct.2846,2851 (2011)). If insufficient contacts exist for a court to exercise general

personal jurisdiction, it may still exercise specific jurisdiction. See Burger King Corp. v.

Rudzewicz, 105 S. Ct.2l74 (1985). Specific jurisdiction over a foreign defenda¡t allows a court

to hear claims that "aris[e] out of or relate[] to the defendant's contacts with the forum . . . ."

Helícopteros Nacionales de Colombia, S.A. v. Hall,466 U.S. 408,414 n.8 (1984) (citation

omiued). "The inquiry whether a forum State may assert specific jurisdiction over a nonresident

defendant focuses on the relationship among the defendant, the forum, and the litigation."

Walden, 134 S. Ct. at 1 l2l. "The [plaintiff] must also show that [the defendant] 'purposefully

availed' [himself] of the privilege of doing business in fthe forum state] and that [the defendant]

could foresee being 'haled into court' there. Chaiken v. W Publ'g Corp., I l9 F.3d 1018, 1027-

28 (2d Cir.1997) (internal citations omitted).

16
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Courts in New York have analyzed the contacts necessary to sustain a finding of specific

jurisdiction in the context of non-resident insurance company defendants. For example, in

U.N.F. Servs., Inc. v. Ins. Co. of N. Am.,the Appellate Division of the Second Department

determined that an out-of-state workers' compensation insurer, Mountain States, fell under the

jurisdiction of a New York court, where the out-oÊstate insurer mailed policies and policy

renewals to the in-state insured, serviced the underlying policies by telephone and mail, and both

billed and collected premiums from the in-state insured, I-INF. 236 A.D.2d 388, 389 (1997).

The court explained:

Over the course of the parties' approximately five-year relationship,
Mountain States mailed policies and policy renewals to UNF, serviced
the subject policies via both mail and telephone, and billed and collected
premiums from [INF. Such actions by Mountain States were both
sufficient to constitute "doing business" in New York pursuant to the
relevant provisions of the Insurance Law and to constitute "minimum
contacts" with New York such that the maintenance of an action in this
State would not offend traditional notions of fair play and substantial
justice, and such that Mountain States reasonably could have anticipated
being haled into the courts of this St¿te.

Id. (internal citations omitted).

Further, both state and federal courts have upheld the exercise ofpersonaljurisdiction

under the "transacting business" clause of section 302 of the New York Civil Practice Law and

Rules, which provides that"a court may exercise personaljurisdiction over any non-domiciliary,

or his executor or administrator, who in person or through an agent . . . transacts any business

within the state or contracts anywhere to supply goods or services in the state . . . ." N.Y.

C.P.L.R. 302(a)(1) (McKinney). ln Constantine v. Stella Maris Ins. Co., for example, the

defendant-insurer, SMI, was a single-parent captive insurance company, with a single

shareholder located in Philadelphia, CHE, which had a joint operating agreement with a sole

member of a hospital, Sisters Hospital, located in Buffalo, New York. 97 A.D.3d 1729,ll3l

t7
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(2012). Because Sisters Hospital was a "covered person" in the insurance contract between SMI

and CHE, the Court found that SMI had transacted business under CPLR 302(a). Id. at 1132.

Similarly, in Blau v. Allianz, Allianz North America ("ANA"), a Minnesota corporation,

did not conduct business in New York, was not authorized to do business in New York, and did

not maintain any offices in New York. Blau,l24 F. Supp. 3d at 168. A distinct corporate entity,

Allianz Life Insurance Cgmpany of New York, conducted ANA's business in New York. Id.

Howevero ANA routinely mailed invoices and notices to addresses in New York. Id. at 169. In

Blau, ANA issued a life insurance policy on the life of a New York resident, which was assigned

to a New York Trust, as owner and beneficiary of the policy. Id. In Blau,the Court found that it

had personal jurisdiction over ANA, citing to a long body of case law standing for the

proposition that insuring a risk located within New York State establishes personal jurisdiction

over an insurer because the insurer has transacted business within the State. Id. at 179.

Where an insurer located elsewhere contracts to insure a risk within
New York State, courts have held that the insurer has contracted to
perform a service in New York, and therefore Blau has made a prima
facie showing that personal jurisdiction is proper in this case under
section 302(a)(l). For example, in Armada Supply Inc. v. Wright, the
Second Circuit held that jurisdiction was proper over a Brazilian insurer
who insured cargo en route to New York by ship. Armada Supply Inc.
v. Wright,858 F.2d 842,84648 (2d Cir. 1988). With respect to the
"contracts anywhere" provision of CPLR section 302(a)(1), the court
explained that "contracting to insure property located within a
jurisdiction, even ifthe presence ofthat property is transitory, subjects
a foreign marine-insurer to jurisdiction on suits over such insurance."
Id. at 849. Six years later, in a case involving an automobile insurance
policy, then-Judge Sotomayor held that jurisdiction in New York State
over a foreign insurer was proper, since the insurer "issu[ed] in Bermuda
an insurance policy with the expectation that it could be claimed upon
for events occurring within New York." Ins. Co. of N. Am. v. Pyramid
Ins. Co. of Berm. Ltd.,No.921V-1816 (SMS), 1994 WL 88754,af *2

(S.D.N.Y. Mar. 16, 1994). The court further explained that in the
context of the "contracts anywhere" to perform services provision (as

opposed to the "transacts business" provision), the extensiveness ofthe
foreign insurer's actual contacts with New York is not the key inquiry.

I
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See íd. at *2; see also, e.g., A.L Trade Fin., Inc. v. Pelra Bank,989 F .2d
76, 82 (2d Cir. 1993) (holding that contract to provide a financial
guarcnty payable in New York is a contract to perform services in the
state within the meaning of CPLR 302(a)(l) (citingArmada Supply,858
F.2d at 849)).

Id.

2. Discussion Regarding Thís Court's Jurisdiction Over the Bermuda Insurers

Here, the Bermuda Insurers entered into insurance contracts with "MF Global Holdings

Ltd." which has a mailing address of 717 Fifth Avenue, 9th Floor, New York, NY, USA 10022-

8101. (Complaint, Ex. B, C.) These policies insured New York entities from risks that might

take place in New York. Moreover, as noted in the Complaint, Allied "underwrites risks located

throughout the United States and in the State of New York" and "markets its insurance policies

to the general public and sells a substantial volume of insurance policies to entities and

individuals domiciled or conducting business in New York covering risks and Iiabilities

occurring within New York." (ComplainÅ23.) Likewisg the lron-Starr Insurers "on behalf of

subscribing insurers markets its insurance policies to the general public and sells a substantial

volume of insurance policies to entities and individuals domiciled or conducting business in New

York covering risks and liabilities occurring within New York." (Complaint t124.) The

insurance policies issued by the Bermuda Insurers to MF Global Holdings Ltd. are expressly

governed by New York Law. (See, e.g., Complaint, Ex. B at p. 9 ("This policy shall be enforced

in accordance with the internal laws of the State of New York. . . .").)

Based on the allegations in the Bennett Affidavit and the Complaint, the Bermuda

Insurers have certainly availed themselves of the New York market, and must reasonably

anticipate being subject to the reach of a court in New York in any dispute concerning an alleged

breach of the insurance contract. The fact that the insurance policies contain arbitration clauses

l9
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does not strip this Court of personal and subject matter jurisdiction over this adversary

proceeding. Motions to compel arbitration often arise in bankruptcy cases and adversary

proceedings. The FederalArbitration Act ("FAA"), 9 U.S.C. $$ l-14, establishes a federal

policy favoring the enforceability of arbitration clauses, thereby effectively taking disputes out of

the judicial system. See DIRECTV, Inc. v. Imburgia, 136 S. Ct.463,466 (2015) (refusing to

construe the phrase "law ofyour state" in a contract so as to neutralize an arbitration

provision."); see also AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion,563 U.S. 333, 352 (2011) (holding that

the FAA preempts California state law which stood as an obstacle to the goals of the FAA).

As explained below, however, the existence of a contractual arbitration clause does not

automatically mean that all claims in a bankruptcy case or adversary proceeding are arbitrable.

Under certain circumstances, arbitration clauses are not enforced where the purposes of the

Bankruptcy Code would be adversely affected by arbitration. Whether the current dispute should

be sent to arbitration can only be determined by this Court after fìrll briefìng and argument by

both sides, not solely by the Bermuda Insurers' ex parte arguments to the Bermuda Court, or

their motions in this Court where the Plaintiffs are not permitted to respond.

Given the complex framework by which Bankruptcy Courts must analyze the arbitrability

of disputes such as the one currently before the Court, the Bermuda Insurers cannot reasonably

presume that this dispute is assuredly bound for arbitration. As discussed in more detail below,

there are a multitude of considerations that a court must analyze before determining whether a

dispute shall or should be sent to arbitration, and any party to a dispute such as this one must

reasonably anticipate being compelled to resolve the dispute in the Bankruptcy Court, or at least

argue before the Bankruptcy Court why the dispute must be arbitrated. By marketing its

insurance policies to entities and individuals in New York, and insuring risks in New York, the

20
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Bermuda Insurers have established the requisite connection between this dispute, the Plaintiffs

and New York to establish a jurisdictional basis for this Court to entertain this dispute.

With respect to the Bermuda Insurers argument that this Court does not have subject

matter jurisdiction over this dispute, the Court will also look to the Complaint in this case and the

Bennett Affidavit. The Complaint asserts that this dispute "involves the disposition of property

of the estate and which requires interpretation and enforcement of agreements and orders over

which this Court expressly retained exclusive jurisdiction." (Complaint I 19.) The Complaint

further maintains that "[t]his Court's exercise of its jurisdiction is necessary to preserve the

objectives of the Bankruptcy Code and to avoid inequitable distributions." (Id.)

These assertions provide a sufficient basis for the Court to conclude at this time that it has

subject matter jurisdiction. "Bankruptcy courts retain jurisdiction to enforce and interpret their

own orders." In re Millenium Seacarriers, Inc.,4l9 F.3d 83, 97 (2d Cir. 2005) (citing In re

Petrie Retail, únc.,304F.3d223,230 (2dCir.2002)); see also Travelers Indem. Co. v. Boiley,

557 U.S. 137, l5l (2009) ("[A]s the Second Circuit recognized . . . the Bankruptcy Court plainly

ha[s] jurisdiction to interpret and enforce its own prior orders.") (citation omitted). Here, there is

a dispute over whether the Bar Order in the Global Seulement proscribed the ftling of the

Bermuda Action. "As the court explained in Charter Communications,where a motion seeks to

'prevent the prosecution of causes of action expressly prohibited by the confirmation order,' it

would be 'difficult to identiS, judicial acts that are any more critical to the orderly functioning of

the bankruptcy process or more closely tethered to core bankruptcy jurisdiction."' fn re

Residential Capital, LLC,508 B.R. 838, 849 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2014) (citing In re Charter

Commc 'nr, No. 09-l1435, 2010 WL 502764, at *4 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. Feb. 8, 2010)).

2l
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This analysis serves not only to establish that this Court has subject matter jurisdiction

over this dispute at this juncture, but it also underscores the significant nature of the proceedings

presently before this Court. This Court plainly has jurisdiction to interpret and enforce the Bar

Order, but the Court currently does not have the ability to conduct unbiased proceedings to

determine whether the Bar Order has been violated.

To be clear, if the Court is ultimately able to entertain fully briefed motions from all

parties on whether this Court has subject matter jurisdiction over the dispute, the Court will

consider those motions. However, at this time, the Plaintifß are unable to respond to the

Bermuda Insurers' contentions on this matter, and as such, the Court will not entertain only the

Bermuda Insurers' arguments.

NI. TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

The above analysis demonstrates that service on the Bermuda Insurers was proper, and

this Court has personal and subject matter jurisdiction over the Bermuda lnsurers in this dispute.

Given the unfortunate posture in which this case currently sits, the Court must forge a path

forward utilizing the resources available to it. At this juncture, the Court will issue a temporary

restraining order enjoining the Bermuda Insurers from taking any action against the Plaintiffs or

their counsel to enforce the Injunctive Orders. This Opinion is being issued hurriedly on

December 21,2016, because the next hearing in the Bermuda Court is scheduled for December

22,2016. The Bermuda Court should have the benefit of this Court's Opinion before it presides

at the December 22,2016hearing.

A. Legal Standard for the fssuance of a Temporary Restraining Order

Pursuant to section 105(a) of the Bankruptcy Code, "[t]he court may issue any order,

process, or judgment that is necessary or appropriate to carry out the provisions of this title." l1

22
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U.S.C. $ 105(a). The traditional standards for issuance of an injunction pursuant to Rule 65 of

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure are made applicable to adversary proceedings under

Bankruptcy Rule 7065. See Eastern Air Lines v. Rolleston, I I I B.R. 423,431 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y.

1990). Moreover, the standards for a temporary restraining order and a preliminary injunction

are not materially different. See Adelphia Commc'ns Corp. v. The American Channel, et al. (In

re Adelphia Commc'ns Corp.),No. 02-41729 (REG),2006 WL 1529357, at *4 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y.

June 5, 2006). "A decision to grant or deny a preliminary injunction is committed to the

discretion of the district court." Polymer Tech. Corp. v. Mimran,37 F.3d74,78 (2d Cir. 1994).

The Second Circuit has explained that aparty seeking a preliminary injunction must

show that either "he is likely to succeed on the merits; that he is likely to suffer irreparable harm

in the absence of preliminary relief; that the balance of equities tips in his favor; and that an

injunction is in the public interest," or alternatively "show irreparable harm and either a

likelihood of success on the merits or sufficiently serious questions going to the merits to make

them a fair ground for litigation and a balance of hardships tipping decidedly toward the party

requesting the preliminary relief." Am. Civil Liberties Uníon v. Clapper,785 F.3d 787, 825 (2d

Cir. 2015) (internal citations and quotations omitted); see also Winter v. Nat. Res. Def, Council,

lnc.,555 U.S. 7, 20 (2008) ("4 plaintiff seeking a preliminary injunction must establish that he is

likely to succeed on the merits, that he is likely to suffer irreparable harm in the absence of

preliminary relief, that the balance of equities tips in his favor, and that an injunction is in the
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public interest.") (citations omitted). These concepts (likelihood of success on the merits,

irreparable harm, balance of equities, and the public interest) will each be discussed below.la

A temporary restraining order is very content specific. Under Rule 65(b)(2), "[e]very

[temporary restraining order] issued without notice must state the date and hour it was issued;

describe the injury and state why it is ineparable; state why the order was issued without notice;

and be promptly filed in the clerk's office and entered in the record."

Rule 65(d) adds further requirements:

(l) Contents. Every order granting an injunction and every
restraining order must:
(A) state the reasons why it issued;
(B) state its terms specifically; and
(C) describe in reasonable detail - and not by referring to the

complaint or other document - the act or acts restrained or
required.

Fpn. R. Cry. P. 65(d).

A temporary restraining order is also limited in duration: "The order expires at the time

after entry-not to exceed l4 days-that the court sets, unless before that time the court, for

good cause, extends it for a like period or the adverse party consents to a longer extension."

Fso. R. Crv. P. 65(bX2).

B. Reasons for Injunctive Relief

The Court frnds that the requirements for ordering injunctive relief are satisfied. As

noted above, Rule 65 requires the Court to look to "specific facts in an affidavit or a verified

complaint [that] clearly show that immediate and irreparable injury, loss, or damage will result to

14 The Court at this time is not seeking to enjoin the Bermuda Insurers from participating in the Bermuda
Action altogether. The Court recognizes that the legal analysis courts in the Second Circuit undertake when
determining whether to enjoin foreign litigation is distinct from the analysis relating to preliminary injunctions. See

China Trade & Dev. Corp. v. M.V. Choong Yong,837 F.zd 33, 35 (2d Cir. 1987) (setting forth the threshold
requirements and factors that inform whether a foreign litigation should be enjoined).
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the movant. . . ." FED. R. Cw. P. 65(bxlxa). The Bennett Affidavit and the Complaint will serve

as the basis for this Court's determinations on this issue.l5

The reasons that this Court is ordering the injunctive relief set forth below are manifold,

but in particular, the Court finds that the Plaintiffs continue to suffer ongoing harm on account of

the Injunctive Orders, the balance of harms weighs in favor of ordering relief for the Plaintiffs,

and the public policies present here all weigh in favor of issuing a temporary restraining order.

I. The Plaintffi Continue to Suffer Harm on Account of the Injunctive Orders

The Bennett Affidavit demonstrates that Plaintifß will continue to suffer immediate and

irreparable harm in the absence of Court intervention. The Plaintiffs filed the Complaint in this

Court, and the issuance of the Injunctive Orders has obliterated the Plaintiffs' lawful choice of

forum in which to determine issues relating to whether the Bar Order or the Barton doctrine

barred the Bermuda Insurers from filing the Bermuda Action and obtainingthe ex parte

Injunctive Order. The Bennett Affidavit sets forth in detail the factual background leading up to

the issuance of the Injunctive Orders, including the Bar Order in the Global Settlement, the filing

of the Complaint, and the motions filed by the Bermuda Insurers in this Court. (See Bennett

Affìdavit at 3-10.) Specifically, the Bennett Affrdavit notes that because the "Bermuda

[Insurers] have voluntarily frled their Motions to Compel Arbitration in the Bankruptcy Court,

the [Plaintifß] are obliged to respond in the Bankruptcy Court." (Bennett Affrdavit at 6.) The

Bennett Affidavit also touches on some of the complex issues relating to the proper forum in

which issues relating to the Plaintiffs' insurance coverage action should be decided. (Bennett

15 Rule 65 further requires that "the movant's attomey certif [y] in writing any efforts made to give notice
and the reasons why it should not be required." FED. R. CIv. P. 65(bXlXb). Here, given that the Court has

undertaken to issue this Order sua sponle in the face of extenuating circumstances, the requirements of Rule
65(bX I Xb) are inapplicable.
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Affidavit at 8-9 ("The Complaint also stated that the Bankruptcy Court had core, and in certain

cases, exclusive jurisdiction over the disputed issues raised in the [Complaint]. Yet instead of

meeting and conferring with the [Plaintifß] to explore these issues and come to a protocol for

briefing and presenting these threshold issues in a timely and efficient basis to the Bankruptcy

Coutl, the Bermuda [Insurers] elected to proceed on an ex parle basis."))

The Plaintiffs have suffered and continue to suffer from the inability to meaningfully

participate in the adversary proceeding that they commenced in the forum of their choice. The

Bermuda Insurers have frled motions to dismiss and motions to compel arbitration. (ECF Doc.

## l3-1, 14, 17,20.) The Plaintifß suffer the inequity of being unable to respond to any of these

motions, and as objection and response deadlines come and go, the Plaintiffs are forced to sit idly

by.

Compounding this harm is the fact that the Court itself is similarly hamstrung from

making any rulings on pending motions given that the Court has pleadings only from the

Bermuda Insurers. Further, this Court must be able to interpret and enforce the Bar Order

included in the Global Settlement, which it currently cannot do. "The mere existence of parallel

foreign proceedings does not negate the district courts' 'virtually unflagging obligation . . . to

exercise the jurisdiction given them."' Royal & SunAIl. Ins. Co. of Canadav. Century Int'l

Arms,Inc.,466 F.3d 88, 92 (2dCir.2006) (quoting Colorado River \later Conservation Díst. v.

Uníted Srates, 424 U.S. 800, 817 (1976)).

2. The "Balance of Equities" Weighs in Favor of Ordering Retieffor |he Ptaintffi

While the Plaintifß continue to suffer the inequities described above, upon the issuance

of this temporary restraining order, the Bermuda Insurers will suffer no apparent harm

whatsoever. At this juncture, the Court has not even determined whether this dispute should
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properly be heard in this Court or in arbitration in Bermuda. The Bermuda Insurers, like any

other party (other than the Plaintifß), are and will continue to be free to file motions, objections,

responses, and other nonfrivolous pleadings with this Court. After frling motions to compel

arbitration, the Bermuda Insurers are no\ry awaiting a determination on the arbitrability of the

dispute at hand. No party will suffer in the event that this Court properly analyzes whether to

send this dispute to arbitration pursuant to applicable law. One party will prevail while the other

will not, but both parties will be able to plead their case.

3. Public Polícy Weighs in Favor of Ordering Reliefþr the Plaintffi

There are several important public policies in play weighing in favor of ordering relief for

the Plaintiffs.

First, this Court should be able to interpret and enforce its own orders without

interference from another court. Second, the determination of whether this dispute should be

arbitrated in Bermuda is complex, involving both bankruptcy and non-bankruptcy law, and local

counsel to the Bermuda Insurers have attempted to circumvent this process altogether. In doing

so, the Bermuda Insurers have totally undermined the adversarial nature of this proceeding.

In petitioning the Bermuda Court for the Injunctive Orders, the Bermuda Insurers relayed

an overly simplistic summary of the issue to the Bermuda Court. Allied Ex Parte Hr'g Tr. at24-

25. Courts in this district have recognizedthat when a Bankruptcy Court is presented with a

motion to compel arbitration, as this Court currently is, the Court must apply a four-part test:

[F]irst, it must determine whether the parties agree to arbitrate; second,
it must determine the scope of that agreement;third, if federal statutory
claims are asserted, it must consider whether Congress intended those
claims to be nonarbitrable; and fourth, if the court concludes that some,
but not all, of the claims in the case are arbitrable, it must then decide
whether to stay the balance of the proceedings pending arbitration.
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Bethlehem Steel Corp. v. Moran Towing Corp. (In re Bethlehem Steel Corp.),390 B.R. 784,789

(Bankr.S.D.N.Y.2008) (quoting Oldroyd v. Elmira Sav. B ank, FSB, 134 F.3d 72, 7 5-7 6 (2d

Cir.1998)). Naturally, "[w]hen arbitration law meets bankruptcy law head on, clashes inevitably

develop." In re Hagerstown Fiber Ltd. P'ship,277 B.R. 181, 202 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2002).

Specifically, "[t]he issue of waiver predominates arbitration disputes involving bankruptcy

claims," and the first indication of waiver is whether a claim is'ocore" or "non-core." Id. at 198;

see also In re S.W. Bach & Co.,425 B.R. 78,89 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2010) ("If a claim is 'non-

core,' the court generally lacks discretion and must refer the claim to arbitration. . . . If a claim is

core, 'the bankruptcy court must still carefully determine whether any underlying purpose of the

Bankruptcy Code would be adversely affected by enforcing the arbitration clause,' and the

'arbitration clause should be enforced unless [doing so] would seriously jeopardize the objectives

of the Code."') (internal citations and quotations omitted). Despite what the Bermuda Insurers

may have attested to before the Bermuda Court, the determinafion of whether a claim is core or

non-core can be complex, including in insurance coverage disputes. l6

By sidestepping this entire analysis, and muting the Plaintifß before this Court, the

Bermuda Insurers have taken actions that undercut this Court's ability to apprise itself of all

16 The Second Circuit has explained:

The Bankruptcy Code divides claims in bankruptcy proceedings into two principal
categories: "core" and "non-core." Bankruptcy judges have the authority to hear and
determine all . . . core proceedings arising under title I I . . . and may enter appropriate
orders and judgments, subject to review under section 158 of [title 28.]. With respect
to non-core claims, unless the parties otherwise agree, the bankruptcy court can only
recommend fìndings of fact and conclusions of law to the district court. . . .

[W]hether a contract proceeding is core depends on (l) whether the contract is

antecedent to the reorganization petition; and (2) the degree to which the proceeding
is independent of the reorganization. The latter inquiry hinges on "the nature of the
proceeding." Proceedings can be core by virtue oftheir nature ifeither (1) the type of
proceeding is unique to or uniquely affected by the bankruptcy proceedings, or (2) the
proceedings directly affect a core bankruptcy function.

In re U.S. Lines, Inc., 197 F.3d 631,636-37 (2d Cir. 1999) (internal citations and quotation marks omitted).
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relevant facts and arguments, and considerations of fairness and equity weigh in favor of

granting relief for the Plaintiffs.

Additionally, this Court is where the first-filed actionlT resides, and the principle of

comity suggests that this Court should entertain the dispute between the parties at this stage.

"The 'first filed' rule states that where an action is brought in one federal district court and a later

action embracing the same issue is brought in another federal court, the first court has

jurisdiction to enjoin the prosecution of the second action, unless there are special circumstances

which justiff giving priority to the second action." City of N.Y. v. Exxon Corp.,932F.2d 1020,

1025 (2d Cir. 1991) (citations and internal quotation marks omitted). The first-filed doctrine is

considered, perhaps with less force, in the international cross-border context. See Taub v.

Marchesí Di Barolo S.p.A., No. 09-CV-599,2009 WL 4910590, at*6 (E.D.N.Y. Dec. 10, 2009)

(analyzingprinciples and factors relating to international comity and parallel proceedings, and

affording "minimal weight" to the temporal sequence of filings). The Complaint, filed on

October 28,2016, predates any court-filed action in Bermuda. Allied submits that arbitration

was "filed" prior to the filing of the Complaint, but arbitration proceedings in Bermuda have yet

to commence, and the only progress thus far has been the empaneling of the arbitrators. After

receiving an ex parte presentation from counselto the Bermuda Insurers on the likelihood of this

proceeding being transferred to Bermuda for arbitration, the Bermuda Court issued the Injunctive

Orders despite the fact that the Plaintifß filed the Complaint before any arbitration had actually

commenced.

r7 Courts in this circuit have applied the first-filed rule on a case by case basis, and caution against a

mechanistic application of the rule. See National Pafent Development Corp. v. American Hospital Supply Corp.,
616 F. Supp. 114, 118 (S.D.N.Y. 1984) (mechanical positions relating to the first-filed rule "must yield to the
realities of the situation in terms of the interests of the parties and effective and sound judicial administration").
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But extension of comity to a foreign judgment is "neither a matter of absolute obligation,

on the one hand, nor of mere courtesy and good will, upon the other." Asvesta v. Petroutsas, 580

F.3d 1000, l0l I (9th Cir. 2009). Courts will generally recognize judgments of other courts:

Where there has been opportunity for a full and fair trial before a foreign
court of competent jurisdiction after due citation of voluntary
appearance ofthe defendant, and under a system ofjurisprudence likely
to secure an impartial administration ofjustice between the citizens of
that country and those ofother countries, and there is nothing to show
either prejudice in the court, or in the system of laws under which it was
sitting, or fraud in procuring the judgment, or any other special reason

why the comity of the United States should not allow it full effect, the
merits of the case should not, in an action brought in this country on the
judgment, be tried afresh, as on a new trial or an appeal, upon the mere
assertion of a party that the judgment was erroneous in law or in fact.

Híltonv. Guyot,l59 U.S. l13,l23 (1895) (Fuller, J., Harlan, J., Brewer, J., and Jackson, J.,

dissenting). While comity is valued, "comity ceases where a foreign judgment's actual conflict

with vital public concerns of the forum state begins to prejudice or undermine domestic

interests." Dow Jones & Co. v. Harrods, Ltd.,237 F. Supp. 2d394,446 (S.D.N.Y.2002), offd,

346 F.3d 357 (2d Cir. 2003). This is particularly true where the suit is first instituted in the

United States and where the initial opportunity to exercise comity is put before the foreign

courts. Id.; See also Laker Airways Ltd. v. Sabena Belgian World Airlines, T3l F.2d 909,939

(D.C. Cir. 1984). "Comity ordinarily requires that courts of a separate sovereign not interfere

with concurrent proceedings based on the same transitory claim, at least until a judgment is

reached in one action, allowing res judicata to be pled in defense." Laker Airways, T3l F .2d at

939.

Here, the Plaintiffs were not afforded an opportunity to argue their case before the

Bermuda Court prior to the entry of the Injunctive Orders. Rather, the Bermuda Insurers

presented the Bermuda Court with an incomplete presentation of the facts and applicable law, to
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the detriment of the Plaintifß. Just as this adversary proceeding was beginning, the entry of the

Injunctive Orders interfered with the fair administration of this case, and undermined this Court's

ability to adjudicate the issues presented. These policy concerns weigh in favor of ordering relief

to the Plaintiff.

4. The Likelihood of Success on the Merits at This Stage Favors the Plaintffi

Because the Plaintiffs have been unable to submit briefs in this case following the entry

of the Injunctive Orders, the likelihood of the Plaintiffs' success on the merits is not readily

apparent. Again, however, the Complaint maintains that "this coverage action is a core

proceeding, and this Court's jurisdiction is necessary to preserve the objectives of the

Bankruptcy Code and to avoid the potential of inequitable distributions." (Complaint I 100.)

Specifically, the Plaintiffs asseft that "resolution of this coverage action requires the Court to

interpret various orders and settlements that it retained jurisdiction over" and that allowing

arbitration to go forward "would circumvent this Court's exclusive, retained jurisdiction to

interpret and enforce these prior settlements and orders, and lead to numerous complications and

inefficiencies, which would impact the administration of the bankruptcy estate." (/d.) These

assertions demonstrate that the issue of whether this dispute is arbitrable is not obvious. Taken

at face value, these assertions certainly indicate that the dispute might or might not be artbitrable,

but as noted above, the Court will not rule on this issue at this time.

In any event, the arbitrability of this dispute is certainly "fair ground for litigation" and a

balance of hardships does indeed weigh in favor of Plaintifß for the reasons already discussed.

Clapper,785 F.3d at 825. Thus, under either test set forth by the Second Circuit, there are

grounds for ordering injunctive relief at this time. The Court is entering this temporary
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restraining order sua sponte in unusual circumstances, but the analysis set forth above

demonstrates that the requirements for ordering injunctive relief are satisfied.

C. Conduct Proscribed by this Order

The Court recognizes that"a court of equity having personal jurisdiction over a party has

power to enjoin him from commiffing acts elsewhere" and that "this power should be exercised

with great reluctance when it will be difficult to secure compliance with any resulting decree or

when the exercise of such power is fraught with possibilities of discord and conflict with the

authorities of another country." Vanity Fair Mills, Inc. v. T. Eaton Co.,234F.2d 633,647 (2d

Cir. 1956). Given the circumstances, however, this Court is left with no other options. But, to

be clear, at this stage of this case, the Court is not enjoining the Bermuda Insurers from

prosecuting the case they fìled in the Bermuda Court. If the Bar Order is determined by this

Court-after a hearing at which all parties are able to appear and argue-to apply and bar the

frling of the Bermuda Action, this Court has clear authority to enforce its prior order. A foreign

court should not be permitted to interfere with that decision.

By this Order, the Bermuda Insurers are hereby RESTRAINED and ENJOINED

from taking any action to enforce the following provisions in the Injunctive Orders:

l. The [Plaintifß] shall not, whether by themselves or through their
employees, servants, agents, representatives, attorneys or otherwise,
commence, prosecute or otherwise pursue litigation in the United
States insofar as that litigation concerns, arises out of and/or relates
to the insurance policy issued to the [Plaintifß] by the [Bermuda
Insurers], Policy No. C007357/005 ("the Policy") including, for the
avoidance of doubt, litigation containing allegations of breach of
"good faith and fair dealing" relating to the Policy) andior otherwise
breaches the terms of the valid and binding Bermuda arbitration
agreement between the [Plaintifß and the Bermuda Insurers].

2. The [Plaintifß] shall not, whether by themselves or through their
employees, servants, agents, representatives, attorneys or otherwise,
seek and/or obtain an anti-suit injunction and/or an anti-anti-suit
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injunction and/or a temporary, preliminary or permanent order
restraining and/or preventing the [Defendant] from pursuing and/or
otherwise enforcing the said valid and binding Bermuda arbitration
agreement, until trial or further order.

The Bermuda fnsurers are so enjoined until after the expiration of this temporary

restraining order, or any further order entered by the Court.

The Plaintiffs and the Bermuda Insurers are hereby ordered to appear before this

Court on January 4,2017 at2:00 P.M. for a preliminary injunction hearing. All parties

shall fïle in writing all evidence and arguments in support of their respective positions on

or before 12:00 noon, December 2812016.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated: 3:00 p.m., December 21,2016
New York, New York

?/fa',f¿* 6k*
MARTIN GLENN

United States Bankruptcy Judge
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PRNLIMINARY ' TATAMENT

f)efendants lron-Stan Excess Agency Ltd. ("Iron-Starr"), Ironshore Insura¡rce Ltd.

("Ironshore Ltd."), and Starr Insurance & Reinsrrance Limited ("Starr Ltd.")(collectively the

"Iron-Star l)efenda¡ts")¡ respectfully submit this Memorandum of Law as directed by the Court

in response to the Memorandum Opinion And Temporary Restraining Order, datecl December

21,2016 (the "TRO Order')(Adv. Dkt. 35)2 and in opposition to a Preliminary Injunction.3

The lron-Starr Defendants reserve alt rights to request leave to fr:¡ther respond, as

appropriate, to any addítional arguments raised by Plaintiffs and/or evidence submitted in their

simultaneously filed position papers.

This matter has far reaching implication on the Bennuda insurance market which is a

sophisticated, global risk capital center, with strong and robust regulatory and judicial systems.

Bennudaos prominence in the global insurance market provides benefits in the fonn of extra

capacfy which translates to lower ¡rremiums. The rigorous busines.s model adh€red to by tbc

Beunuda marketa is that all activity relating to underwriting, procuring, policy formation,

r Pursuant to Fed. R. Bankr. P. 701 2(b), thc lron-Star Defendants do not consent to the ontry of final
orders or judgment by the bankruptcy judge in this matter. .9ee .We..llncrs. lnt'"l Netwórk ttC.. v*. bllmr"¡

No. 13-935, t3ó S. Ct 1932,2015 V,/L2456619, at *19 (May 26,2015) (holding that parties may consent

to a bankruptcy courl's constitutional jurisdiction, but that consent must be knowing and voluntary). By
filing this response at the rcquest of the Court, the lron-Star Defendants do not waive any of their rights
and expressly reserve alljurisdiction defenses, as detailed in their Motion to Compel or Stay in Favor of
Arbitration, and tlreir Motion to Dismiss For Lack of Pcrsonal Jurisdiction and Improper Service of
Process, as wsll as all other defenses.

2 CÍtations to "Adv. Dkt." refer to docket items in this proceeding, Case No, 16-01251 (MG). Citations to
"Ch. I I Dkt." refer to docket itcms in *re main bankruptoy case of MFGH, Case No. I l-15059.

3 The lrnn-Starr Defendants join in the arguments and case law set forth in Dcfcndant Allied World
Assurance Company Ltd.'s ("Allied World") memorandum of law in response to the TRO Order to the
extent relevant to them.

a AII four Bcrmuda insurers in the In re ReSiS!gu:!i¿!JÇcÈi!i!! matter, Case No. 15-01025 (SHL) likewiso
subrnitted affidnvits attesting to thçir oustomary praotice of conducting all business activities in
Bermuda and the ìnclusion of arbitration clauses in each of their policies, ,See Affirm. of Allison Towlson

I
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execution, delivery and payment take placc in Bermuda, Anolher cornerstone fundamental to

the Bermuda insurance ma¡ket is the unifomr inclusion of arbihation clauses which provide that

disputes a¡e resolved by arbitration in Bermuda (or the United Kingdom),

The Court has determined that its August 10,2016 Order (Ch.l1 Dkt. 2282, at 't[ 7) (the

'iBar Order') does not clearly and unarnbiguously prcclude thc Bermuda based lron-St¿r

Defendants from taking the defensive rnoasures that they clid in their home jurisdiction to ensure

that the coverage dispute arising under the Excess Errors and Omissions Professional Liability

Policy issued by lron-Stan (fhe "Excess E&O Policy'') is resolved pursuant to the mandatory

a¡bitration clause. Due to the julisdictional defects explained in greater detail below, as well as

on gtounds of intemational comþ, the Court should decline to enjoin the Bermuda proceeding.

As explained in the Declaration of Ma¡t Chudleigh, Plaintiffs can obtain a full and fair heariag

in the Bemruda Court, which the lron-St¿rr Defend¿nts contend is the proper forum to dete,l¡r¡inc

the arbitrability of the coverâge dispute. While understandiag tho procedural complications tlrat

the Cou¡t ís now faced witlt the lron-Starr Defendants would have been severely prejudiced if

they did not swiftly seek protection of their rights in their home jurisdiction otherwise they werc

confionted wifh the possibitity of having waived such rights.

Even if thi.s Couf had personal jurisdiction and subject matter jurisdiction, and service of

process was proper, issuance of a preliminary injunction is still not warranted. Flaintiffs cannot

meet the shingent requirements necessäry for obtaining a preliminary injunction, because: (l)

alternative forums are available to Plaintifß to seek reliefl negate imrnediate and ineparable

harm; (2) the balance of equities weighs in favor of the lron-Sta¡r Defcndants because they will

in Support of Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Personal Jurisdiction and Improper Service (ECF No. 154);
Dccl. of Aine Madden (ECF No. I66); Aff. of Alexander Rosati ín Support of Motion to Dismiss for Lack
of Personal Jurisdiction and Improper Service (ECF No. 160); Decl, of Kevin Topple in Supporf of
Xllts's Motion to Dismiss (ECF No. 171). This is not sheer happenstauce, but a deliberate ¡node c¡f
operation.

2
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be irreparably harmed by being stripped of their ability to seek enforcement of their bargained

for arbitration agreement; (3) public policy weighs against a preliminary injunction due to the

strong public policy in favor of arbitrations, and issues of comity, including the New York

Convention wam against such reliefl and (4) Plaintiffs cannot demonstrate a likelihoocl of

succcss on the merits. While Plaintiffs mr¡st establish cach elemenf the lron-Stan Defendants

need only disprove one to defeat a preliminary injunction.

A preliminary injunction should also not be Íssued for the following four reasons. Fírst,

there is no specific personal jurisdictional basis over the Iron-Starr Defendants because the lron-

Starr Defendants are all Bermuda corporations wÍth their principal place of business in Bermuda,

and the Excess E&O Policy was negotiated, executed and issued entircly in Bermuda. An

examination of the alleged contacts reveals ûrat they are all either: (l) committed by parties other

than the lron-Sta¡r Defendants; or (2) show no subst¿ntial connection to this action. As sucþ

Ptaintiß cannot cstablish a prfuaa facic basis or meet tlrcir br¡rden of pnof in demonshating

specific jurisdiction over the Iron-Sl¡rr Defendånts. Second, there is no jurisdictional basis for

the relief requested by the Plaintiffs becar¡se the Excess E&O Policy contains a broad arbitation

clause that governs the coverage dispuúe (subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Bermuda

court). Plaintiffs are attempting an improper "end run" around the arbitration clause and

jurisdictional limitations of the Bankruptcy Court by requesting the Court to decide their

coverage dispuúe with lron-Sta¡r. The Plaintiffs should not be permitted to enjoin the Iron-Sta¡r

Defendants from exercising their bargained-for rights under a Bermuda insurance contmot that is

binding upon â non-debtor assignee. Thìrd, the Plaintiffs have failed to serve the lron-Stan

Defcndants in acoordance with ttre Hague Convention. Fourth, there is also no jurisdictional

basis for a preliminary injrxrction because the Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction.

3
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Accordingly, because Plaintiffs cannot meet their burden in establishing this Court has

personal and subjeot matter jurisdiction to obtain the relief sought, that service of process was

proper uncler the Hague Convention and cannot meet the high burden necessary to support the

issuance of a preliminary injunction, the TRO entered by the Court should be vacated,

STATEMENT Or Tá,CTS

A. The Excers E&O Pqllgv

Defendaut lron-Starr issued the pre-petition Excess E&O Policy to MF Global l-Ioldings

Ltd" f'MFGH") for the period May 31, 201t to May 31, 2Al2 an behalf of lronshore Ltd, and

Star Ltd. The Exccss Ë&,O Policy contains a maadatory arbitration clause that requires that

"any dispute arising out of or in conuection with this Policy shall be rcferred to and fully and

finatly resolved solely by Arbitration held in Hamilton, Bermuda....' (Adv. Dlf. 20-1, Ex. A,

Excess H&0 Policy, Scction Gatp. 4).

B- Ïhc Pt¡q

On April 5, 2013, this Court confirmed the Second Amcndcd and Restated Joint Plan of

Liquidation Pursuant to Chapter 1l of the Banlcruptcy Code for MFGH and relaæd entities (the

"Plan'). The Plan ûames MFGH as the Plan Administrator. (Adv Dkt.l, Compl. at {lf 19, 2l;

Chapter 11 Dkt. 1288, 1382). In the Plan, this Court retained jurisdiction over the Chapter 11

Cases, including jurisdiction to resolve disputes that arise in connection with the interpretation

and enforcement of the PIan. $. at Article XII.

C. The Assigncd tlaimd

Some two years after confirmation of the Plan, on July 24,2015, pursuant to a Sale alrd

Assumption Agreement, which wås approved by the Court on August 19,20L5 [Chapter 1l Dkt.

8827),the SIPA Trustee for MF Global, Inc. ("MFGI"), assigned to MF Global.A,ssigned Assets

LLC ("MFGAA") all of MFGI's remaining assels, including the Excess E&O Policy. On July 6,

4
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2016, Plaintiffs entered into a settlement agreement (the "Global Settlement Agreement"),

which, in relevant part, provides that the Individual Insureds assigned their rights to full payment

under the Excess E&O Policy to MFGAA. (Adv, Dkt. 1, Compl. 1[1J l, 92, 94). As part of the

Global Settlement Agrecment, Plaintiffs sought and obtained a "Bar Ordet" (Chapter 1l Dkt.

2282).5

D. lfhc ¡l,dver$rfy llroqscdiuq

On October 27,2016 MFGH, as Plan Administratoro and MFGAA, as assignee of all

claims, rights and interest to the Excess RkO Policy, initiated this Adversary Proceeding against

the lron-Sta¡r Defendants, Allied World and Federal Insurance Company seeking coverage under

their respective p<ilicies. (Adv. Dkt. i). 'l'he Ptaintiffs - MFGH (who never had or no longcr has

any cognizable interost or rights to the Excess E&0 Policy) and MFG.¿ß (a third parfy non-

debtor entity that was assigned all rights to the Excess E&O Polioy) - seek a declaration of

cover4ge which rurder the terrns of the Excess E&O Policy is rcquired be a¡bitraød in Bermuda-

E. The Bermude ASI

On Novembcr 7, 20L6, the lron-Starr Ðefendants and Allied World made separate

applications to the Supreme Court of Bermuda for a¡ Anti-Suit Injunction ("ASI') as a defensive

measure, to protect their respective policy's binding a¡bitration clause and Allied 'World's

pending Bermuda Arbitration.6 1Adv. f)kt.7-2,7-3, at Appendix B and C). The Chudleigh

Decla¡ation dcscribes the natu¡e of the ASI, the purpose and legal showing needed to obtain the

ASI under Bermuda law. The Bermuda Court issued the ASI on November 8, 2016, (Adv. D[t.

s The contents of the Bar Ordpr a¡rd the reasons why the Bar Order does not prcclude the Bermuda ASI
are fully discussed in the lron-Starr Defendants' Mernorandum of Law in Response to Order to Show
Cause (Adv. Dkt.32), and will not be further discussed in this memorandurn. The lron-Star Defendants
incorporate by reference all arguments and case law cited iu its Response to Order to Show Cause.

6 Beoauso the Allied World layor of coverage has not exhausted, Iron-Star (which is further up the
insurance 'lowe/') has not yct commenced arbitration in Bermuda,

5
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7-2, 7-3, at Appendix B and C). On November 28, 2016, the lron-Starr Defendants ftled

Motions to Dismiss in this proceeding to preserve their Rule 12 defenses and avoid the risk of

default. On December 23,2016, the Bermuda Court issued an Order granting the lron-Sta:r

Defendants a preliminary iqjunction mandating that Plaintifß dismiss the Adversary Proceeding,

until the parties app€ã for a furfier hearing.

f. The Brqce Bennett Affldevit

On December 7,2A16 (after the Bennuda Insurers filed their Motions), Mr. Beurett

submitted an afTidavitT to the Bermuda Court, and this Court which asserts in relwant part:

r The Bermuda Insurers Motion úo Dismiss for Lack of Personal Jurisdiction fails to
address why there is no jurisdiction r¡nder New York's long-arm stafiÍes, including
CPLR 302(a)(1) and N.Y.I.L $1213-neither of which was not plead in the Adversary
Complaint (Iú 11 27); and

r The Bermuda lnsuers Motion to Dismiss for Improper Service does not address
governing precedent (Iú). I

G. T[e Court'¡ l]qcq"mbgr 21, 2016 Oninioq rud TBO

On lÞccn¡bsr 21, 2A16, üris Corxt issuod thc TRO Opinion, which is neccssarily a

preliminary ruling, because the Court requested briefing before making final rulings. 'lhs Court

preliminarily found that (1) it has personal jurisdiction over the lron-Starr Defendants; (2) it has

subject-matter jurisdíction over Ínferpretation of the Bar Order, and that the Bermuda Insurers

a¡e not in contempt of this order; and (3) the Bermuda Insurers were properly served. The Cou(

also issued a sua sponle TRO eqjoining the Bermuda Inswers from taking action to enforce the

? Plaintiffs' contention in the Bennett Affrdavit that the lron-Star Defendants voluntarily filed motions to
disrniss the Adversary Proceeding, thereby invoking the Bankruptcy Court'.s jurisdiction to decide
threshold issues is inconect. Rather, due to Plaintiffs improper attempf to use the bankruptcy proc€ss to
gain leverage against the lron-Starr Defendants, they were forced to proserve their Rule 12 defenses or
olse face the risk of deläult,

I As described below, tho lron-Starr Defendants did not previously address New Yorkns long-arm st¿tutes
because the Adversary Complaint does not plead jurisdiction under New York's long-arn statutes, which,
in any event, are irrelevant here.

6
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Bermuda ASI Orders against Plaintifß or their counsel, but not enjoining them from prosecuting

the Bermuda ASI proceeding, (Adv. Dkt, 35).

4ß"pumNr
I. THE COURT LACKS SPECIF'IC PERSONAL JURISDICTTON

The Court does not have spccífic personal jurisdiction ove¡ the lron-Starr Defendants for

fhe reasons set forth ìn its Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Personal Jurisdiction and Improper

Service. (Adv. Dkt, I7). Plaintiffs' allegations fall short of reaching thei¡ evidentiary burden to

make a prima facie showing that the lron-Stan Defendants are subject to personal jurisdiction

because they carurot show that the lron-Stan Defendanti took action sufficiently dirccted at the

forum, as opposed to having contacts with persons that reside there, and that the cause of action

in this matter arises out of or rclates to âny of those activities within the fonun. The

uncontroverted rclevant facts arc that all activity relating to the lron-Sta¡r Excess &LO Polþ

fonnation, execution, delivery and payment took place in Bennuda as desc¡ibed in the Engrissci

Affid¿vit, (Adv. Dkt. 18). In fact it was MFGH's choice to go to Bermuda to purchasc the

Excess E&O Policy. MFGH was the party that solicited lron-Sta¡r in Bermuda. (Adv- Dkt. l8 at

t[20), Plaintiffs' allegations regarding the faot that the Excess E&0 Policy was issued to a

Delaware company with an offrce in New York, insuring risks in New Yor* is inelevant because

a confact made outside the forum by a resident within the forun, without more, cannot support

specific jurisdiction. Moreover, any policies marketed to the general public or allegations that

Iron-Starr sells a substantial volume of policies to unrelated U.S. policyholders conduoting

business in New York covering risks and liabilities occuning with in New York clearly is not

suirrelated so that a.rgument of Plaintiffs also fails,

Separate and apart from the legal deficiency, flom an evidentiary standpoint Plaintifß

have not offered any aceurate or properly particularized facts that show that the lron-Stan

7
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Defendarts has marketed to the general public. Plaintiffs provide no evidence that thc lron-Starr

Defendants has any contrâcts, let alone substantial contracts with umamed arrd unrelated

policyholders in the Unitecl States, Although the Court is required tô accept as true the well

pleaded factual allegations regarding judsdiction, factually unsupported statements or mere

recitation of certain standards applicable to jurisdiction do not suffice a¡rd fail as â matter of law

t.o establish a prÌma facíe showing ofjurisdiction. I,ic+i¡, l,cb:u¡c;c. Cenqdian ll{$L $ÅJ", 673

F.3d 50, 59 (2d Cir. 2012)(a court "will not draw 'argumentative inferences' in the plaintiff s

fâvor" and "need not accept as true a legal conclusion couched as faotual allegation."); see, e.g.,

ägglogiçal $qgiefrsf Buff,alo.lne. v. Carvcdl{ock. li.ç, 2011 WL 6329929, at t4 (W.D.N.Y.

Oct. 12, 2011) ("fcJonclusory allegations as to the presence ofjurisdiction . . . are insufficient");

¡{sttcl!r v. fu4¡leáiloúc 'lb , 269 F. Supp.2d 246, 251 (S.D.N.Y. 2003) ("conclusory

allegations labout a defendant's business plans in New YorkJ are not enough to establish

personal jurisdiction'); luoclar Viv-çdq.qt.,.[ns. v. tJltidonl lir- 2005 IVL l42lt01,at*2 ('vagtn

and generalized allegations . . . are insufficient to make a prima facie showing of jurisdiction

over an out-of-state defendant"); Ouo Jiry q,.li.l{. Inc"" 2008 rWL 896192, at *2 (E.D.N.Y. Ma¡,

3L,2008) ("legal conclusions" may not be phrased as a st¿úement of fact to meet the burden of

pleading personal jurisdiction).

The choice of law provision in the Excess E&O Policy is not also relevant to the

determination of whether specific jurisdiction exists over the lron-Stan Defendants. The

relevant portion of the choice of law provision in its entirety states as follows: "[t]his Policy shall

be construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of New York,

Notwithstanding the foregoing, at all times Paragraph C above shall always be construed and

enforced solely in aocordance with the laws of Bermuda." (Engrissei Affidavit, Ex. A, Excess

I
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E&O Policy at g F, Adv. Dkt. 18). The hybrid choice of law provision in the Excess E&O Policy

is followed by an express forum selection clause which requÌres arbitration in Bermuda and

explicitly negates any intention to titigate any claims in this forum. (,See Id. at { G ('this Policy

shall not conform to the Statutes of any State of the Uniæd States...and the Company does not

oonsent fo either tha service of suit within the United States...or the jurisdiction of any federal

tenitorial or state court of the United States,..."),

A choice of law provision in a conüact does uot constitute a voluntary submission to

personal jurisdiction. Ç.rüço Indus. v,..Nqttgl¡roru 806 F.2d 361, 366 (2d Cir.1986); $ggþç

Çstg1âle v. Irla. I{eå¡l¡ s 2003 wL 22852656, at *3 (S.D,N.Y. Dec, 1, 2003X 'it

cd¡urot be said that the hybrid choice-of-law clause evinces an intention on thc part of [the non-

domicitiary defendantl to 'purposefully invoke the benefits and protections of [New York's]

laws."'); Matera v, Nativc Eygwcar. lnc,. 355 F. Supp.2d 680, 685 (E.D.N.Y. 2005)("Because

choice of law provisions t¿ve minimal jurisdictional iurplications,'üre fact that the parties chosc

Pennsylvania law 'to govern this action is not dispositive of the issue of personal

jurisdiction")(citation omitted). As a result, the hybríd choice of law pmvision in the Excess

E&O Policy does not support the exercise of specific jurisdiction because the hybrid fbature

coupled with the Bermuda arbitation clause explicitly negates any intention to purposefully

invoke the benefits and protections of New Y¡rk.

Therefore, Plaintiffs fail to make the prima þcie showing that is necessary to

demonstrate specifîc jruisdiction exists over the hon-Star¡ Defendarits'

The Adversarial Cornplaint fails to assert any statutory basis for jurisdiction other than

the 28 U,S.C. $$ 1334(b) and (e). For the first time, Plaintiffs assert in the Bennett Afñdavit that

the Court has personal jurisdiction over the lron-Starr l)efendants based on New York's long-

9
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arm statutes. New York's long-arm personaljurisdiction statutes do not apply in this matter for a

number of reasons. ,É'rrs/, the forum selection provision in the Excess E&O Policy expressly

negates the application of any State Statute and is a contractually binding rcfleotion of the parties

agreement that CPLR $ 302(a) and N.Y. Ins. Law {) 1213 does not apply. (,See Adv. Dkt. 18 Íi G).

Second, this ís a bankruptcy proceeding utilizing a federal statute for nationwide service of

process, In bankruptcy proceedings, because the sovereign exercising jurisdiction is the United

States, not a particular state, minilnum contacts with the United States as a whole is reviewed for

puposes of general jurisdiction. See, e.g., þ¡qJJçllqtil'slccenlnrunicîtions {l.u¿q{nbo.uqg} II

SCA,524 B.R. 488, 506 (Bankr. S.D.N,Y. 2015) (Glenn,I.), adhered to,526 B.R. 499 (Bankr.

S.D.N.Y. 2015) ("[t]n federal question cases.,.no inquiry into a defendant's 'minimum contacts'

with the forum state is nccded to exercise jurisdiction pursuant to Bankruptcy Rule 7004; rather,

only a federal 'minimum contacts' test is required...")(quorÍzg liunn Cqm. r:. A¡ora (lqrc ljn¡qq

ÇsIpJ,316 B.R- 434,444 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 20M): l¡r rc l.ch¡tqq Bro*-Ho.fdiÍgs.lnc..544 B.R.

l6 @ankr. S.D.N.Y. 201S)(same); tliçlt-cr"tpn v, ßçr¡:!,g.4. fln rcjþzc!--$.4J, 434 BR 86, 100

(Bânkr. S.D.N.Y. 2010)(same); Anclmr:¡-..Ilova{is (tri¡rrbsby. l¡q¡,,2A06 WL 3419846, at *4

(W.D,N.Y. Nov. 27, 2006), affd, 282 F. App'x 872 Qd Cir. 2008)(New York's jurisdiclional

statute doss not apply in federal question matters where the statute at issue provides for

nationwide service of process).

Even if New York's long-arm statute did apply (and it does not), Plaintiffs'allegations

are insufficient to establish personal jurisdiction under Walden and its progeny, which hold that

the only link between a defendant and the forum cannot be the plaintiffs themselves but rather

the defendant ítself must have a substanfial connection, Plaintifß' allegations sirnply do not

demonsttate that the lron'Starr Dcfendants themselves had a substantial connection with the

10
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United States (or New York). Ifírl.c1u:r_*_r:,*jigls, 134 S. Cr, 1115, ll2l (20lQ1¡kr.g!tgl*y,

N¡Xut*Iiç, at*7 (quotir¡S llllJgc;'Ki$9"-eþ-gL:,-ßUdasUdca,471 tJ.S. 462,472 (1985).

The only specifio personal jurisdiction allegations Plaintiffs make with respect to the

Iron-Stan Defendants are:

"Upon information and belief, Iron-Sta¡r on behalf of subscribing inswers
markets its insurance policies to the general public and sells a substantial volume
of insurance policies to entities and individuals domiciled or conducting business
in New York covering risks and liabilities occuning within New York." (Adv.
Dkr 1, n2qe

a

a Thc lron-Starr Policy covers a risk in New York because the decla¡ations page
shows that the Policy was issued to MFGH, which has a New York addrcss.
(Bennett Atr, f 27 attache.d as Exhibit 3 to Jones Day Decembet 72,2016 letter to
the Court).

"Becâuse the Bermuda Dissenting Insurers sold their policies to MF Globat
Holdings, Ltd., a company with its principal place of business in New York, New
York Insuranan,Law $ 1213 applies herr." üdJt0

Evsn if CPLR $ 302(a) were applicable (and it is not), under the law of New York, these

allegations a¡e insuffioient to confer personal jurisdiction over lron-Starr Defbndants, because

they neither allege facts suffrcíent to show that Iron-St¿n Defendants "transacts business" nor

"supplied goods or services" in New York. Just recently, the Dishict Court found that the law in

9 As discussed, supra, this allogation is wholly conclusory and insufficient to support a finding of
personal jurisdiction. Moreover, even if true, it is not suit-related and thus insufficient to establish
personal jurisdiction.

l0 The Court appears to agree that N.Y.I.L. $ 1213 does not confer personal jurisdiction over the lron-Starr
Defettdants. N,Y.[.L. $ l2 t3 does not apply wherc, âs herc, the policy wâs not issued or delivercd in New
York. See, e.g,,_Ç.qyslic{c._y-Neglsxåsïl!Þ, U1ìdçfiy¡.tiru,AsSlll 236 A,.D.2d.502,503 (2dDep't1997)
(N.Y.I.L. $1213 does not apply where plaintiffs failed to demonstrnte the policy was issued in New York
or premiums were paid f¡om New York); gí$S!X¡S*MSd-"_Ê.Ç;_v*_ A,Á¡\*!ru,, 43 Misc.3d 49, 5l (App.
Ierm 2014) ("defendant did not perform any ofthc acts specified in Insurance Law $ 1213(b)(1) in New
York and, as a result, jurisdiction could not be obtained over it pursuant to Insurance Law $ 1213").
Accordingly, where, as here, there is no allegation that the lron-S{arr Dcfendants issued, delivered,
solícited, collected premiums, ol transacted any other businsss with respect to the Policy in New York,
there can be no jurisdiction over the lron-Starr Defendarrts based onN.Y.LL, (i1213. In any event, for the
sarne reasons already described above, New York's long-arm statutes are inapplicable in the bankruptcy
context. Accordingly, this allegation will not bc addressed further herein.

11

rt
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New York is that an insurance contract providing ilefense and indemnity to a New York citizen

a¡rd resiclent, fot a Ncw York lawsuit, does not come within CPLR $ 302(a). ,See YSkr)å {.þpit.n[

'S*å*{L[-y.*t'g!dy!,2016 
V/L 1118754,at *1 (S.D,N,Y. Feb.25,2016)(indemnity agreement

not negotiated or entered or require payments in New York, are not contracts to "supply goods or

services" in New York); see also Mcdi* Cnrp. ol'Ant, v. Motif M*-(!¡,, 524 F. Supp. 86, 87

(S,D.N.Y. 1981) ("the rule in New York is clear that an indemnity agreement . . . which was

entercd outside New Yorþ does not constitute "transacting business" or "supplying goods or

services" in New York within the meaning of $302(a)(l)); Asæp" á.yiatifr4 U;¡dqr,writetis V,.l)Âlj

l{plrlirrg. N.V.,2003 WL21277148, at +4 (S.D.N.Y. May 30,2O03)(reinsurance contract which

was negotiated, drafted and entered outside New York, does not provide sufftcient contacts

under $302(aXl)); {lhase Ma¡rhattan llank v..¡tXA.lleins.urance UK PL(Ì" 300 A.D,2d 16, 17 (l't

Dep't2002) (same).

The c¿ses relied upon in the TRO Opinion to reach the preliminary finding of specific

personal jurisdiction are inapposite. In !J,N.F. Scrvs. v, lns. Co.êfN. A¡n,,236 A.D.2d 388,389

(2d Dep't 1997), the court summarily found personal jurisdiction over the defendent under

N.Y.I.L. $l l0l(bxl), where the defendant mailed policies to New York and bilted and collected

premiums from a New York corporation. That ruling makes sense, in light of the fact that, like

N,Y,I.L. $1213, N.Y.I.L. $1101(bxl) requires that the contract be issued or delivered $_blgly

York, or that premium be collected fu¡..1fgw....Y.çryk, However, that ruling is inapplicable here

because:

'lhe Excess E&O Policy was issued, delivered, underwritten and handled exclusivcly
from Bcrmudq and premium was not collected from New York, but was collected
fro¡rr a Bermuda-ba^sod broker. See Adv. Dkt. 18, \n ß-22. Lg$ùlår¡"rtinc r'. fìtell$
lvlsrris ltrs. Co* l,tg!.,97 A,D,3d 1129, l13l (4th Dep't 2012) (detbndnnt did not
transact business in New York within the meaning of N,Y.I.L. $1101(bxl) because

tle enumerated activitie.s in that statute were not conducted in NcW_Yo¡:k, where the

12
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policy was negotiated, issued, delivered, and premiums were paid for, in the Cayman
Islands). Accordingly, $1101(bxl) does not apply here.

. UNf prc-dates Walden, and is not germanc to the analysis any longer.

. IINF is not a bankruptcy case and, therefore, does not address whether jurisdiction
may properly be found based on New York's long-arm statutes in bankruptcy court.

¡ IINF did not involve an international a¡bitrafion provision,

Nor does C"Cp$gnti¡.ç, 97 A.D.3d at 1131, support a finding of specific personal

jurisdiction over the lron-Starr Defendants pursuânt to CPLR $ 302(aX1). As discussed above,

that case held that the non-U.S. insurer was not "doing an insurance business" within the

meaning of CPLR $ 302(a)(1) or N.Y.[.L. $110t(bxl). Rather, that oase found personal

jurisdiction based on the finding that the insurer contracted to provide "services" in New York.

Id. ai 113I-32. This case is iriapplicable because it fails to address tlre long line of cases

cstablishing ú¿t the law of Ncw York is that an insurancc contract does not constitt¡æ

"supplying goods or services" in New York within the mcaning of CPLR {i 302(aXl) and was

decidedpre-Walden. Moreover, N.Y.LL. $ ll0l(bxl) cannot apply here in any event bccause

the Excess E&O Potioy was not issued or delivered in New Yorlq as required by that statute.

The only other specific ¡rersonal jurisdiction case cited in the TRO Opinion is Blau v,

¡\lliq{r¡ Lr.fe Ins, Cq, q .124F. Supp.3d 161 (E.D.N,Y.2015). Relying on A¡madq

$SepdyJ$S,*!.l[dgllt 858 F.2d 842,84648 (2d Cir. 1988),¡r the Blau court found personal

jurisdiction over an out of state defendant that contracted to insure the life of a New York

resident, used a New York broker and a New York insurance agent, reoeived premium payments

tl r{r¡nqd4 is equally inapplicable because tho defendant issued a certifioate of insurancs on prop€Íy
located in New York under a marine insurance policy, used a New York adjuster, appointed a New York
firm to receive notice of the claim, and performed a host of other activities in New York. See Afntildq,
858 F.2d at 848, Moreover, this pre-Snlgfg cass did not discuss due process under Waldsn; it is not a
bankruptcy case and therefore does not address whetherjurisdiction nray properly be found based on New
York's long-arm statutes in bankruptcy court; and it did not involve an international a$itration provisiott.
Under the circumsta¡rces, Arnr¡ida is irrelevant.

t3
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from New York, and performecl a laundry list of other activities in New York. Id' at 178'79.

Both the Âl'm¿rtla and Blau court found personal jurisdiction because the insurer contracted to

insurc a very specific risk in New York, finding that was providing a "service" in New York

under CPLR 302(a).81qu,124 F. Supp. 3d at 179'81. Blau is misplaced because for a number of

reasons but the primary distinction is that both of the Ar¡ruda and Blau policies are first-party

policies, providing coverage to the policyholders for direct loss to the subject insu¡ed in New

York. The Excess E&O Policy, on the other hand, provides third-party liability coverage"which

does not insu¡e MFGH for its own direct loss, but insures MFGH for Loss resulting from Claims

made against the insureds, The Excess E&O Policy provides gtobal covcrage fo¡ claims which

could be made against the insrued ûom anlnruhere in the world, not limited to New York.

Moreover, tåe Excess E&O Policy insu¡es MFGH, as well as all of its affiliarcs tlut a¡e locafed

throughout the world. For these teasons, cases dcaling with first-party insurance arc whollT

i¡relevarübere. GrcatN. hs. Co. v. Mo(¡llt Vør.û{t.füSJSq:.ûo1,92 N.Y.zd 682'687'88 (1999}

(*wholly diffcrcnt interests arc protected by first-party coverage and third-party covcrage'). In

fact, the rational of Blau would be illogical in a third-party insurance context because if extended

it would subject the lron-St¿rr Defendants to world-wide personal jurisdiction which plainly does

not comport wíth Due Pmcess.

Accordingly, the Court lacks personal jurisdiction over the lron-Stan Defendants.

IL PLAINTIFFS HAVE NO GROUNDS FOR INJUNCTIYI RELIEF
#IY+N THEARBITRATIOIì{,9þå1"'$E IN TIrs ExcBss Eeo Fot,IcY

Plaintiffs also lack any jurisdiotional ba.sis fcrr a preliminary iqiunction because the

Excess E&O Policy contains a broad Bermuda arbitration clause that governs the rights of the

Iron-Starr Defendants and non-debtor MFGAA, who now holds all rights to the coverage claims,

which cannot be overridden by tbe injunctive relief sought. Courts have deemed it proper to

t4
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dismiss disputes that a¡e subject to arbitration because the Couft has no jurisdiction to affect the

substantive legal rights of the parties. For the reasons set forth in their initial Memoranda of Law

in Support of their Motion to Compel or Stay in Favor of Arbitration (hereinafter "Arbiüation

Motion') and herein, the Court should decline to enter a preliminary injunction and either grant

the mbihation mofion or grant leave to proceed in Bermud¿.

There is, and indeed can be no dispute that (t) the Excess E&O Policy contains a

mandatory Bermuda arbitration provision; (2) Plaintiffs, or more accurately, MFGAA are

asserting claims for coverage which they obtained through an assignment ftom MFGI and the

Individual Insureds under the Ëxcess E&O Policy; ând (3) undor applicable law, Plaintiffs st¿nd

in the shoeslz of MFGI and me subject to the mandatory a¡bitration provisions in the Excess

E&O Policy. Despiæ the unambiguûus terms of the arbitation provisioq and overuihelming

judicial authority in favor of enforcing a$itration clauscs, Plaintiffs chose to file ihe currcnt

proceeding in attcrnpt to cvade their c¡ntract¡:al obligations. Plaintiffs cannot avoid mandatory

arbitration under prevailing law and the Court has no discretion to refuse enforcement.

The Fedcral Arbitration Act ('FAÂ"), 9 U,S.C. $ 2, requires federal courts to "rigorously

enforce agreements to arbinat." ln re Xininro Rs.slty çg¡p",270 B.R. 108, 117 (Baltkr'

S.D.N.Y. 2001). In light of the requirements of the FAA and the Convention, courts have

consistently held that banl¡fuptcy courts cannot ovemide at'bitration clauses in a non-core

proceeding. ,See I$ rc ühvsen/Montcfiqy linorgylto. ,226 F .3ð. 160, 166 (2d Cir. 2000) (citíng In

Moreover, even with core proceeding.s, bankruptcy courts do not have disoretion to override

12 Plaintiffs have admitted that it o'stands in the shocs" of the insured on nuülerous occasions'

,See Benner Affidavit at J[21 and by counsel during the August 10,2016 hearing. (Ch 1l Dkt.

2284, Hearing Transoript at 13 :20).

t5
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arbitrstion clauses unless arþit¡ation would "jeopardize the objectives of the Banluuptcy Code.o'

ln rc Winimo lloalt.y Cìcry., 270 B.R. at I l8 (bankruptcy court did not have clisüetion to ovenide

arbitration clause in core proceeding).

Here, the preliminary injunctive relief sought by'the Plaintiffs is baned by the arbitration

provision in the Excess E&O Policy. First, as explained in the lron-Starr Defendants Atbitration

Motion, the coverage dispute over MFGAA's rights under the Bxcess E&O Policy is not a core

proceeding, Accordingly, under the FAA and the Conventior¡ the bankruptry cou¡t eannot enter

iqjunctive relief that precludes the lron-Sta¡r Defendants from enforcing the arbitration provision

in tlre Excess E&O Poliry. Lr¡ re Cr.vscftl'1lfölrtÁ,'nay Çnergy çÕ,,226F.3dat 166'

Second, even assuming, arguando, that the Advetsarial Complaint involves a 'tore"

mattef (which it does not), the Plaintiffs cannot estabtish tå¡t enforcement of the artitation

provisions in the Excess E&CI Polioy would'Jeopardize the objectives of the Banknrptcy Codc""

In tlæ Winimc ltcatgr casc, the cor¡rt hcld that aaarbihatioa provision had to be enf<rced cucn in

the case of a core matter involving a contract dispute where, as hete, "the trnderlying dispute

concerns non-Bankruptcy Code issues derivãtive of the Debtor's pre-petition activities." 270

B.R, at 124. As explained above, the coverage dispute in this case, as in the T[inlmç-Rsålty câse,

involves a oon{¡actual dispute between ¿ non-dcbtor, and not an issue under the Banlauptoy

Code.

uL IHE CCIITRT LACIffi SUüJSCT MATTaß,JURISDIÇTION

The Court lacks subject-matter jurisdiction for the following reason:

the Court did not retain jurisdiction ovcr the clairns in this Adversary Proceeding

under the PIan;

the coverage claims against the lron-Starr Defendants in this Adversary Proceeding

do not fall wíthin the ambit of the cou¡t's 28 U.S.C. $ 1334 jurisdiction;

this Adversary Proceeding, brought by an assígnee of a Debtor's insurance rights,

which seeks only recoveryof inswance proceedsfom third-party inswefs, in no way

a

a

a

t6
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implioates the interpretation, administration, executiotl or operation of the Plan, or

this Court's orders in relation to the Plan.

As noted by the Court in its TRO Opinion, the Adversary Cornplaint asserts subject

matter jurisdiction ovcr the dispute because:

o it.'involves the disposition of property of the estate and which requires interpretation

and enforcement" of this Cou¡t's Orde¡s; and

c ,,[t]his Court's exercise of its jurisdiction is necessary to preserve the objectives of tlre

Bankruptcy Code and to avoid incquitable distributions"'

(Adv. Dkt. 1, Compl. il 19). The Court has preliminarily found that these assertions provide a

sufficient basis for the Cor¡rt to conclude that it has subject rnatter jutisdiction to determìne

whether the Bar Order prohibited the filing of the Bermuda ASI. (Adv. Dkt. 35, at p. 21)'

Although the Iron-Stag Defendants contest that this Court has jurisdiction, the lron-Starr

Defendants do not contest this Court's ability to interpret the Bar Order.

For post confirmation jurisdiction to exist (l) the confirmed Plan must provide th¿t thc

bankruptcy court will relain jurisdiction cve¡ tlrc procceding post confirmation; and (2) tlre

proceeding otherwise must f¿ll within the ambit of the court's Section 1334 subject-matter

jurisdiction. NciultngJ-q¡lúNa!]j,*U¡[-:-lb:yg-dE.J,yrrrrc-{[l!rc Nsw ll¡¡el¡nfJ Natlj' IJ¿C],

20t3 WL 812380, at *20 (Ba*r. D. Conn. Mar. 5, 2013) (citing lp rç.hl-cUp-Gsldwn-M0ygl

${Kl¡!$&ç:, 4S9 Ê.R. 550, 556 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1990), "A pariy can invoke the authority of the

bankruptcy court to exercise post confïrmation jurisdiction if the matter has a close nexus to the

bankruptcy plan...and the plan provides for the retention of such jurisdiction." In re DËg

lrto.ldir.rUE(b¡¡*, 448 F. App'x 134,I37 (2d Cir. 2011\ (citing I(ec:ls v'.!ìcrtçi¡t1'!:Lale!-çllltrl., 149

F.2d 610, 611 (2d Cir. 1945).

l7
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Here, however, neither element is satisfied, First, this Court did not expressly retain

jurisdiction over the Plaintiffs' causes of action, and, .second, these proceedings do not fall within

the Court's subject-matter jurisdiction rurder 28 U.S.C. $ 1334.

A. The Court Did Not Retain Jurisdiction in the Plan

"[Ifl.,.the relief sought does not clearly fall within a specific reservation ofjurisdiction,

tlrere is no subject matter jurisdiction." In rO 

^.R.tj" 
ù!!g; Cë., 138 B.R. 996,999 (Bankr. M.D.

F\a.1992): see alsoNsf¡UyggdjStgrgå.y. Iìirqfgr-çc.n l]¿r' 114 F. App'x 416 (2d Cir. 2004)

("a bankruptcy court rekins post-confirmation jurisdiction in a Chapter 11 proceeding only to

the extent provided in the plan of reorganization"); In re*Npplttr* Wodd Wide Miryiltg*lttp., 111

B.R. 457 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1990) (no subject-matter jurisdiction where plan and order did not

retain jurisdiction over post-confirmation adversary actions); In re Mrrao:Çok u{!l-[4qy.q

.$ftJd¡gËlûs,, 459 B.R. 550, 557 n.3 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1990) (no subject matter jurisdiotion to

E p¡ove settlernent agresment where Plan did not expressly tetaín jurisdiction); In rcÁylosburv

Inn. Inc., 121 B.R. 675 (Burkr. N.D.N.Y. 1990)(court may cxercise post-confirmation

jurisdiotion only to the extent retained in the plan and only with respect to matters pending at

confirmation); W¡sh. Mut., ¡nc. v. XL $fieciai 2AI2 WL

47552Q9, at *4 (B"ank. D. Del. Oct. 4, 2012) ("Debtors cannot be permitted to 'write [their] own

jurisdictional ticket' by merely including a generic retention clause in the Plan.").

Nothing in the Plan purports to expressly preserve any jurisdiction (exclusive or non'

exclusive) over the coverage claims assigned to MFGAA. Nor does the Plan identify the

coverage claims in its List of Retained Causes of Action, (^See Chapter 11 Dkt. 12183). In fact,

the l,lan could not have retained jurisdiction over the claims because they were not owned by

Mþ'GH. Although MFGH was an insured under the Excess E&O Policy, PlaintifÏs do not allege

18
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that MFGFI incuned a covered loss, Insteacl, Plaintiffs allege that MFGI and the Individual

In.sureds incurcd the covered loss (which the lron-Sta¡r Defendants dispute), and that both

MFGI and the Inclividual Insureds assigned their rights to any proceeds under the Excess E&O

Policy to MFGAA over two years after confïrmation of the Plan. (See Adv. Dkt, l, ]| 22). Even

if MFGH owned fhe claims to the Excess E&O Policy before they were hansferred to MFGAA

(which it did not), MFGH still would not have been able to have this Cou¡t retain post-

confirmation jurisdiction once the claims were üansferred to a non-debtor third parfy. Just as the

Court would not prsserve jurisdiotion over assets conveyed in a Bankruptcy Code Section 363

sale, it did not preserve jurisdiction over claims by a non-estate third party (MFCAA) against

other non-estate thiid parties (thc lron-Stan Defendants). ,9eø ln rc |Iall'$ Mot<r ïi¡nsil Çtt.,

889 F.zd 520,522 (3rd Cir. 1989) ("bankruptcy court's jurisdiction does not follow the property

[after sale], but raúrcr, it lapses when dre propefy leavee üte debtor's eststen).I3

Accordingly" the Court does nat have subject rnaüer jurisdiction over the covcrage

dispute because it does not fall within the Plan's retained jurisdiction.

B. The fiection 1334 Requirement Cannot Be Satisfied

Even if the Plan had provided for post-confirmation subjeot matter jurisdiotion over tle

coverage dispute 
'(and it did not), the Court cânnot exercise subject matter jurisdiction under

U.S.C. $ 1334, because the claíms âre not sufficiently related to the bankruptcy, as they do not

have a "close nexus" or "conceivable effect" on the estate. .5'øe ln re,Dfll ï{oldi¡¡qti tq¡p,, 448

13 Even if the Plan had rotained post-confirmation jurisdiction over the coverage dispute (and it did not),

where, as here, the clair¡s are subject to mandatory arbitration in Bermuda, the Court still wotrld nqt have

authority to cnjoin the Bormuda Arbihation, .tee Mp.[$kç*y,,..S-[i¡1A*[fS¡!hji.çrffiXJlgld¡$ü, l¡It, 1 l3 F'

Supp. 3d 769,775 (S.D.N,Y, 2015) (declining to enjoin foreign insurance coverage arbitration, because

that would violatc the Fedsral Arbitration Aot); Açc lns. Cc, v..,S-n"rj"t}-tl¡-rç-ge!ilüe$-LfJ, 2006 WL
8422206, at *8 (D. Ariz. Sept. 20,2AA6) (distriot courl founcl bankruptcy court ered when it enjoined

Bermuda procecding regarding insurance coverage because it was not within the bankruptcy court's
jurisdiction to enjoin the arbihation).

t9
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F. App'x 134,137 (2d Cir. 20ll) (citìng ltecsc.y. lluaut:rt I'Ilrlcl {lol¡i.,149 F.2d 610, 611 (2d

Cir, 1945) (to retain post confirmation jurisdiction, the matter must have a "close nexus" to the

Plan, and the Plan rnust provide for the retention of such jurisdiction); ]¡1.rç ¿\tl, (þruUlçl$¡U,.

Inc,. 163 B.R. 704, 707 (Bank. S.D.N.Y. 1994) (even if Plan purporls 1o create jurisdiction, if

there is no jurisdiction under U.S.C. $ 1334 there can be no jurisdiction), lf the bankruptcy court

does not have post-confirmation jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C, $ 1334, plan provisions purporting

to create such jurisdiction a¡e "firndarnentally irrelevant." .lI*tgj'hiç&stutdltcr.-ii{gtjt-llL 344

B.R. 515, 520, 161(B.A.P. 6th Cir.2006) (quatíng In rp.ßesorl"r-lrrt'.l.lnc.. 372F.3d at 161). This

is a logical extension of the general rule that "neither the bankruptcy court nor the parties can

write tlreir own jurisdictional ticket." ¡trcJ{ç$g*sl{ljtg, 372F.3d at 161; see !¡"-Ejlg!gi:*

Inc,l72 B.R. at 555 (*ü'lartics to an agreement cannot confer subject matter jurisdiction upon a

fede¡al cnurt")(citing, e.g., lns. Cor¡¡- <d- 1r.. L,trJ. v. Cün¡F.qgnic dcs lla.uxitcs clc üuioec, 456 U.S.

694,7O2 (1982)("neither the bankn:ptcy court nor the parties can r¡n'ite their own jurisdiction¿l

tickef). Post-confirmation, the bankruptcy court's jurisdiction is limited. ,Se¿ ln re FH* ,\vc.

Raçtjplqglss,.1:.L'.. 450 ts.R. 46"1,467-68 (Banlff. S.D.N.Y. 20ll)(urisdiction under $ 1334

"shrinks" post-confirmation, even as to core matters).

The "close nexus" test requires that tbe cause of action must "affect some aspect of the

plan-its meaning, its implementation or its consummation." ln re [¡rrk fuç. R¡ttliolof¡ir1.s.450

B.R. at a67; l1.¡*-te M(ìM .$fUd"io.J -1.$ç* 459 B.R. at 556 (same). Alternatively, under the

"conceivable effect" test, tJre matter must havc sorne effect on "the bankruptcy estate, such as

altering debtor's rights, liabilities, oplions, or freedom of action, or otlierwise have an impact

upon the handling'and administration of the banknrptcy estâte." 

^!¡!¡ltc 
hts. Co, y

Sec. {tf.SA)Jr¡"-{;2011 WL 496515CI, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Oct, 19,2011) ("conceivable effects"

20
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usually means that the matter will alter the property available to distribute to creditors")' The

Adversa::y Proceeding has neither a o'close nsxus" too nor a "conceivable effect" on the PIan or

the bankruptcy proceeding,

The coverage action docs not have a "closs nexus" to the Plan because it does not relate

to the meaning, irnplementation or consummation of the Plan and does not require any

interpretation of thc Plan.la As set forth in the lron-Stan Defendants' Motion to Cornpel

Arbitration (Adv. Dkt. 19, at p. 2}-21),an insurance coverage action is a non-core proceeding.ls

See also [rr:c-lü¡Uh*I4llt-!U¿, 2012 WL 4755209, at *5 (Bankr. D' Del' Qct' 4, 2012)

(insurance coverage dispute does not have a "close nexus" to the bankruptcy proceeding or

plan).

No¡ does fhe Adversary Proceeding have a 'tonceivable effect" on the estate. The

debtor (MFGH) does not have any title, interest or claim in tl¡e Excess E&O Policy. tnstea4 it

is a third-party nondebtor (MFGAA) that holds atl title to dre Excess E&O Policy- Under the

circumstances, the coverage dispute betwecn the lron-Starr l)efendants and MFGAA can, and

will have no effect on the administration of the bankruptcy estate.

Even if MFGH did hold title to the Excess E&O Policy (and it does not), and even if

any proceeds of the Excess E&O Policy would be paid to the estate for the benefit of creditors

ta Plaintiffs themselves acknowledge. lhe coverage action requires an interpretation of the terms and

conditions of the Excess E&O Policy. (Adv. Dkt. 1, Il05 (claim "re<¡uires the Court to interpret the terms

of the Disselting E&O Policies...in cònnection wittr tt¡e losses incurred by MFGI and the Individual

Insureds in connection rvith the Customer Claims")).

15 If an action concerns a "non-core" mâtter, or is simply "related to" a bankruptcy matter, bankruptcy

courts generally do not have discretion to refuse to compel arbitration, Crv¡cqr{SqntËI$L !!9Iåy--Cf!.*v'

tih*ll dil Co, {in rç Crvs.$ntMonte¡r¡ry llnsrgy Ëa. L226 F.3d 160, 166 (2d Cir. 2000); l-p.gnl-Y"l!!}C.-Þls¡t

s.¿2sg.n.?8,!9(Bankr.s.D.N.Y.20l0)(..Ifaclaimis
ffin|i,r.' th; ¿ou,t g;n"ratty T".kr dis*"tion and must refer the claim to arbitration"). As a result, even

if this Court finds that it has iorelated to" jurisdiction over this lawsuit (which it doe.s not), then it does not

havc the discrction to deny the lron-Starr Defendants' motion to compel arbitration.
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(which is disputed), the mere fact that the trust may be augmented to increase potentiål

recoveries for creditors, does not provide sufficient grounds to exercise subject-matter

jurisdiction. Courts have long recognized that "[aJ bankruptcy oourt cannot hear a post-

confirrnation dispute simply because it might conceivably increase the reoovery to crcditors, bec¿use

the rationale coutd 'endlossly stretch a bankruptcy court's jurisdiction."o In te (ìcn" Ms¡lia,-þ-

335 B.R. at75 (quoting,[{,U!¡¡tr_y,*(ddi¡-lln.¡3,]Ìs&Ur!åfialdjþft1.1,394 F.3d 1189, I194 n.l

(2005)(same); l¡r re Re¡ortq I¡{'!. In{}.. 372F.3d at 170 ("the potcntial to increasc assets does not

necessarily create a close nexus sufficient to confer 'related to' bankmptcy couf jurisdiction

post-confinnation"). The Court's jurisdiction under $ 1334 "cannot be limitless." Celotcx--(kljr¡r*

S,lldgffd$, 514 U.S. 300, 308 (1995), lVherc "contingencies" ate too far rctnoved, or there are

"too many links in the chain of causation bcfore the bankrupûcy est¿te is affect€d" there may not

be "rel¿ted to" jurisdiction. Átlstatc Ins. Ca. v. Cr-c4it Suieçe fice. {U,S¡1} [.LÇ. 2011 lVL

4965150,at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 19,2011),

Accordingly, the Court lacks subject matterjurisdiclion over the coverage dispute.

ry. PLATNTTFF'S ITAVE NO GRCItTNDS F'OR INJUNCTIVE
REL,IEr',DUE TO TMPROPE¡ß FERVTCE OF PROCESS.

Since proper service ofprocess is a separate prerequisite to obtaining jurisdiction over a

pafiy, no basis for a preliminary iqjunction exist due to the lack of proper service of process.

There is no dispute that the Plaintiffs must serve the lron-Starr Defendants in accordance with

the rcquirements of the Hague Convention. Rather, Plaintiffs argue that they complied with the

Hague Convention by mailing the process via overnight intemational courier to each of the Iron

Starr Defendants pursuant to Article l0(a). (^See Bennet A1ädavit at p. i0). Plaintifß' argument,

however, is based on an improper reading of that provision.
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Fir.st, service of originating process by mail is not permitted by Berrnuda law. ^9ee

Chudleigh Deciaratíon. Rather, Order l0/l(1) of the Bennuda Rules of the Supreme Court 1985

provides tåat, "subject to the provisions of any enactmentl6 and these Rules, a writ must bo

served personally ou each defendant by the plaintiff or his ageÍtt." Moleover, Qúer 65/2

provides that "Pcrsonal service of a document is effected by leaving a copy of the document with

the person to be served." In contrast, a document may be served "by post" only if it is "not . . ' a

document which by vi*ue of any provision of these rules is required to be served personally."

Order 65/5(l)(b) (emphasis addcd).

Second, Plaintiffs erroneously conflate the language i? *not interfb¡e with" to mean that it

is authorized. The clear import of Article 10(a) is not that service by maíl is Sgúç.*æl by the

Convention but rather that it is allowed if the internal laws of the destination state permils servioe

by mail. This is exactly how the courts in both l{ar'Èk{.rr ll€cchcråll 486 B.R. 264,283-84 (Bankr.

S.Ð.N.Y.2013) and In rc 4¡n. lntl. ûroup. Inc. Scc. I.it., 240 F.R.D" 608, 609 (S.D.N.Y 2007)

examined whether service was proper under Article 10, Firs! *re courts looked to whether the

destination state objected to sending judicial documents by postal channels and second, whethcr

service by mail was permissible in the destination state. ,See l-lsr:ltcr llçqSþcrafl. , al 28; In re Am.

Itd-çtggû, at 610 ('service of process in Bermuda is governed by the Rules of the Supreme

ló Tl'r" Iron-Starr Defendants do not dispute that the Hague Convention is ân ooenaçtment." The lron-Starr
Defendants also do not dispute that thc United Kingdom and therefore Bermuda did not object to Article
lO(a). Rather the point is that the "[s]ubject to the provisions of âny enactm€nf' language in Bermuda

Rulss of the Supreme Court 1985 means only that the Hague Convention servioe upon the Regisüar of the

Supreme Couft, Bermuda as the designated authority under tlre Convention is also a prcpor means to
effect service of process in Bermuda, not that service by postal channels does not interfbre with the

internal laws of Bermuda.

t7 Specifically, Article l0(a) provides: "frgfidsd-t!¡ç-u$.tLr"lç.*o-1*çtcltli¡J3!i3,¡*flp-ç.Lll9t.l,li.sç!, -tin.JIp.tH:J,
Çg:y9rtti.g$hall n4j$terfere With

(a) the freedom to send.iudicial documents, by posùal channels, directly to persons

abroad," (crnphasis provided).
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Court 1985, which require personal service on the defendant by plaintiff ot plaintiffs agent. See

Rules of the Supreme Court, 1985, Order 10/l(l).'), Objection by the United Kingdom to Article

10(a) was not necessary because the law of Bermuda does not permit service of a summons and

complaint by mail. In other words, objection was unnecessary because there was nothing to

interføe with under Bcnnud¿law.

v. TIIE IRON.STARR DEFENDANTS HAVE A
SUBSTANTIAL LIKELTHOOD OF SUCCESS ON

Moreover, even if this Court determines tttåt it has the authority and jurisdiction to

considq a preliminary injunction, the Plaintiffs cannot meet thc stringent critøia for entry of

prelirninary and permanent injunctive relief, The lron-Sør Defendants hereby adopts and

incorporatcs the arguments and casc law with rcspect to the criteria for obtaining an iqjunction

set forú in Point IU in Allied World's menrorandum of l¿w in response to the C¡urt's TRO

Opinion

F¿rsf, the Plaintiffs can¡rot establish the substantial tikelihood of success o¡ the merits.

As demonstratcd in Point II.C of thc lron-Starr Defcndants Memo of Law in suppof of its

Arbit¡ation Motion, the case law overwhclmingty demonsfiates that Plaíntiffs' coverage claims

against the iron-Starr Defendants are 'onon-core." The question of coverage under the pre-

petition insurance policy issued by lron-Starr, to be deærmined under New York or Bermuda

law, is squarely a "non-cote" claim. Whetever rights or claims the Plaintiffs may have to

coverage are wholly independent of and antecedent to the bankruptcy. Contrary to Plaintiffs'

allegations, a Bermuda arbitration will in no way involve "collateral attacks" on the bankruptcy

related orders of tliis Court and in any event the Bermuda arbital is competent to consider issues

of jurisdiction, Thus, Plaintiffs cannot escape the mandatory arbitration provision by attempting

to <;ast thcir claims for coverage as "cole" claims'
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Moreover, under controlling decisions, arbitration would still be mandatory even

assuming arguendo that Plaintiffs' coverage claims are deemed "cor€" (and they most certainly

are not), because arbiftating these coverage claims will not in any way "seriously jeopardize" or

inherently conflict with the Banlruptcy Code or the approved Plan'

For the reasons set forth in the Iron-Star Defendants' A¡bitration Motion, resolution of

whether there is coverag€ under the Excess E&O Policy for Plaintiffs' claims will have no effect

on the Debtors' pfoperty or the tiquidation of assets of the estate. Any riglrts to recovery under

the Excess E&O Policy have been assigned to MFGAA, a non-debtor.

Resolution of t&e coverage dispute wor¡ld not jeopardize this Court's jurisdiction over the

bankruptcy case, 'becaus€, pursuant to the approved Plart this Court did not retain exclusive

jurisdiction over the ins¡¡¡ance policies, including the Excess E&O Policy. Arbimrion of the

coverage issues would not interfere with the Cot¡rt's polt'€(, authority or control ovcr the

bankruptcy pmcecding. Hence, it is tlrc kon-Sta¡r DefEnda¡rfs (rafher ttran thc Plainliffs) thåf hås

a subslantial likclihood of success on thc merits.

Second,the balance of the hardships tips decidedly in favor of the lron-Stan Defendants,

who would be strþed of their contractual rights, bargained for in good faith with a party that

câme to Bermuda, and would face grave business risk if the preliminary injunction is granted.

The lron-Sta¡r Defendants may be required to engage in costly litigation in the U.S. since the

effect of the injrurction is to prohibit the lron-Starr Defendants f¡om taking reasonable actions in

its home jurisdiction necessary to protect itself from this eventuality, The Bcrmuda ASI is a

defensive mechanísm to preserve what the Iron-Starr Defendants have always asserted - that any

dispute under the Excess E&O Policy must be a¡bihated. In contrast, Flaintiffs can offer nothing

more than conclusory allegations of harm to meet the stringent requirement of irreparable ham'
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Accordingly, because Plai¡tiffs cannot satisfy the stringent requiremeirts necessary to

support the issuance of a preliminary injunction, a preliminary injunction should be denied in its

entirety and the TRO entered by the Court should be vacated.

cQñç-rqËtqry

For the foregoing reaso¡rs, thc lron-Stan Defendants respectfully request that the Court

decline to issue a preliminary injunction and vacate the TRO. The lron-Stan Defendants further

requêst that the Court find that it does not have personal jurisdiction over the lron-Sta¡r

Defendants; it does not have subject m¿tter jurisdiction ovet thc covcrage dispute; service was

improper; aûd dectine to hold tþe lron-Starr Defendants in conternpt of court; or, altematively,

grant the lron-Starr Defendants lsave to proceed in Beimuda.

Dated: New Yorþ New York
December 28,20t6

D'AMATO & LYNCrr, LLP

By: /s/Marvsnn Tqylor
Mary Jo Barry
Maryann Taylor
Two World Financial Center
ZZíLíberty Street
New Yorþ New York 10281

QLz)269-0e27

Attorneys for Defendants Iron'Starr Excest

Agency Ltd., Ironshore Inù-urünce Ltd,
and Starr Insurance & Reinsuranee Limited

tll442079vl
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